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POLICY ISSUES OF IMPORTANCE

1950

1. Letter from M.S. Szymzao, May 29, 1950 -
re: Bole of the IBRD

2. Financing Economic Development - Statements prepared for the
Bank's Observer at the Economic & social Council - July 6 & 26

3. Proposed Line of Credits - July

4. Gray Report - Correspondence with Gray & General Coinents -

5. Letter to Harriman - Dec. 20, 1950 - Material to prepare answer -

Included in this file:-

UNITED NATIONS - Econ. & Social Council B/CN.l/5o 6 April 1948
Economic and Euloyment Commission - Third Session

Memorandum on the Report*f the First Session of the Sub-Commission
on Economic Development (Doc.WrCN.l./48) submitted by the I.B.R.D.
Letter from Mr. McCloy to The Hoh. Trygve Lie, Secretary General U.N.

and Staff Memorandum dated March 31, 1948
Report U.N. ECOSOC E/CN.1/47 dated 18 Dec. 1947

R-154 - March 19, 1948 - Report of the Sub-Commission on Economic
Development of the U.N.Econ. & Employment Commission and Staff
Memorandum (March 15, 1948)
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Mr. ugee R. 31ak Desnber 19, 1950

Leonard 3. Rist

Prellminary Mmrandums Role of the International ITn,
n The Zr612AS IntraMM WAl 81boato

1. fL#,suILAL1r11wL

Te situation OM be briefl svamarised as followet The Vitel
States, still the main sowmreo of Bank fumds and of capital equipment
desired 1W Beak borrowers, is bginning to rearm urgently. There is
already manifest in parts of the U.S. Government a tendtnq to jvdgo
every institutioa 17 te nArrow eriterion as to whether its activity
will directly cotribute to the military effort of the U.S. within the
next 3-4 years. If this tendnecy beoemes dominant in U.S. policy, the
Bank ay find itself Opat en the shelf" for the duration of th mobill-
sation and the war which s dmevelop.

If the Bank has no usefml role to pley new, we must all agree thatit should hibernate and await a more favorable sesmon for reamakening.
However, arful erauiaatien shows that the Bank is not useless; it oen-
tinuee to have as important part to ploy in the world of todaW.

2. The ae for the n

the Bak was iatended to meet a fuNadameatal need in te world of
today -- the nee& for an oeonomie institution which coult undertake the
fertilizing, prodtive role in te under-devloped areas which direet
private investmeant used to be able to perform by itself. This meet en-tinues to exist; moreover, the demand that it be met has acquired a
momentus all over the verld whioh asmont easily be halte. Nearly every
lAdeloied oountry and ecloly has a dovelopment program in course or is
preparing one. Te hopes and aspirations of millions of people are at
*take.

A deoision to inactivate the Bank would, al>s, be counter to theleog-term interests of the U.S. itself. The U.S. took an &etive part in
founding the Bank beause of its oaw permasent interest in the development
and reconstruction of the werld. Jettisoning AML.W tal obJectives in a
time of emrgener is not the act of stateemeaship but of panie. Proper
policy requires meeting emergenelos in such a manner that permanent objee--
tive. are not lost bat, if possible, furthered.

In terms of resouroees, eontiauanee of prooso ia this direction isnot forbiddingly expensive. fte export of capital equipment from the U.S.to all of the underdeveloped aras put together was less than 3% of thetotal U.S. production of suoh equipment in 1"9. The percentage of thiscall in the futur* could be even less as the development prograes are
rescreened to take account of the present higher soarcity value of equip-mant. The key note of the present situatioa is not to be negative but tobe selective.



It met also e pointe4 out that the objeotivee which the Usk
serves sheuld not be rgarded as something uoeommotod, or even *opeti-
tive, with the prwsoxt ovr--irii ojectiv of the Western Worl4,
C esMMMIO Co st be ootatsew 1 Airset *iJL7tay .seo. albno; the effort
to strengthen the -- wr nations of the xox-oeaist world aunt be an
integral part of the policy of the U.S. and her alU.. Lotnamlo dovelep-
sent, s 37ndly eenoted, san furaish the aoed str*wth whils at the *am
tise, in 3e ae*, it pwoVide vital raw material* for the defense

3. hames 4n 3a'R ol& i& ProSt

While the eask sheld *satianv to fuction., the preoset situation
will have an influemoo os Its activity. Probaby the main hangoo *hoWA
be the followina0

a) the kink shsl4 d*voto even nore attention to the over-all
ooonoule development progrus an& pUe*tIos of Its borrower.. It will asA
to be interested in the whole framework governing the use of resouroes
rather tban 0*3 in the marginal asomt furaished b the RJak. Per
example, if the Awft *Wteo poseible the purehaos of a bpdreeleetri
plant fros abroa, we will have to be see that this does not free
resooures to bid for additional supplie of lsxW goeode either tro
abrod or at hoae. We will have to etvub the over-all seenose policies
of the borrower froi the vimspoint of how eeemle developmont san be
most effioiest37 faoilitated in the light of a genoral werld shortage
of civilean go4ut AW istreaso In inoomse whioh Is sot noodet to in-
croase production and whieh reLts In Inoreas," consumption with higber
iMorte or at the e*ense of investmst at hose will need to be prevented

or sipheos off.

b) ae nk will have to omphaste, wma nore, sowoisiag on or
postposisg the import of equipment Items an& trT to seeo all possible

IneAulty in waSing Iseal or aese eaei47 preable itane. 3os*
sowees of equipment *W ha, to be tapped sore than before; loss of
Seropeas oapacity may be eenverted to war production thas in the U.g.
for air defense reasoe, Ad tropsa eatries will prObab37 give
exports a higher priority over olvil eeaeption thean will the Uaite
States.

*) Mere flexibility me sow be exoraoid in grauting 0leeal ow-
row' leoeas eve if the ivullest impast of usah loase is to insresse
imports of seessew eswsumer itos, provided suab ites (food, for

zMple) are either in sa-plus or abmadant supplr. A mater priority
moW now be ivom to these *lool orrecep leease whiab pri* arI3 aid

in *1llsig the internal resouroes of a borrower without even Indirotly
adding to its imports, That i9, all other things being oqal, if a bor-
rower aeses Mitional reserves to enable it to finase an isvestmsat
program without upsetting its sosetary arragenexts, "Wh a loon N Us
u*Itional attraetive1ess er reason of the fast that it would sot be
ue to finae importe.



d) The Bank wIll satrally, for econle raeaono, oteourag b
&oloration or production of Itou In eritleally short svpply In tho

world. Unquostionaby, the V.. overnnaet will take diret action In
this f eild tbrouk xpart-lmork Un loans or, mor* tllalyv through
preto.nt arrangments ~. Th# Bek will have to keep In toush with tmwh
otivitios and try to Influenoe thoM so that the results will be ooor-

dinated with Beak aetivitios eM not be d4truative of oxisting &vlopw
vant programs.
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Decouber 10, 1950

Dear Avrill.

I vant to thank you vfry nuob fr yow' 1.ttor of Docmber and n

dellght. to use this p to iin ato mW idas about the isos the

Rank siht Play during the mext twlve to eigbten moutbo. Tbe backgromd

of tbi tinking oan beo be seen in my leter to Gordon Ob'y of vImbWr

2. 1 eanlose therto that letter as wll as or Staff Momoraum on te

OrMy Camittee Report.

Amy prosent estimate of what total of new o tenients by te ak

might be gmse4d between now adT Juxy, 1952, for tobe %em*eV4 sro"

5 "1 6 Surope, olsarly depos on pVUlly 4.sl e Ip the 3ank' Mmbers

Stats 00"irsilWa0 On, particularly so, on those of the UAtd States

Goermet.Th Gecoesmd'U R*,Pare "philisises, te AIIIIS-ifta InqxW ArIapQt#

of an internatoiml asetin for mWimm.mloped sewe twies whish would gl-

vanise the hopas of fies peop1 ss asd create a faith am a in a

better futwe w two*-thirds of the orld popuwtomr. Tld or of mg-A

of aiA psoposed a is Report senem to be suffleiant to generate hops In

the aaderdevloped areas, sufticient to make a real impact on the rate of

their dwelo nat et als, to be within the sohnial asheorptive asam

of these w*wrloo. The 1.2 billimn of pinto and loans IrNseA "s et
last autum

seen duly/to strain the U.S. *onaoW* Tbe recent iacr" in the rate of

nobilisetom raeses a new psoblo as to the taviity of re*sism... I

sbold like to stres two paoits in that oomoctions Mot, A

aWasuents will net suffiee if the peoples of the as

to *speot a iteration

The Wastrn world an offer these peoples a better oprmity of develop.'



*ent (wikieaa m pnareee)at ost to the odvaw"e

Mattoe Wbh is but a fr"eWt4 of IdiitiomsI Ts, whiah would beoom

inoesawy if a =mi p san# the OW billion free pOOPas of the

por areas. It is vitally iportant, bO on moral aM praotia grawA,

to shav them that their fate and opportuadty to ompwe their fuw* are

so umoh at heart of the asdvanoe4 na that a speoial bigh psority for

restre" require4 for their devopnont will be 02 mated *"n in tims of

stress anm gouwral e.a.. mon, . eowly, %he smeat of 0 Vh"&

should receive a high pririty for d4wlopmaut needs is vtt as gat as

night appear at first sight. The total I$ports br all the Mwded aqp"

areas of durab < yd ilt goodS from the halted Btats if 2.9

to 2.9% cm1y of the Volume of ales of durable goeds in the United Stat.

A puiority in export lienses of ssh godAs woulA izwrlvo a sacrifice In

strain but vat ow wbt" sboud w pro" unsuraomtabiy diffieet Dwua li

and equipeant goeds, onmlr, 05 form about ow-hird of 1 the goods

reqyufre tq the lope"q;d oomtries while about tw-txs wre no*

durable goeds of w)4oh a high oprpen will be in the category of surplus

Seinditieos.

If the MdW Stagso ftited gIgdowmod othor "FOA decide to

isplemat a developst aid to pOr ars MAW isteratiomnl auspices, and

it wald. from otber sources (grants and loan of about *600 to $700 liew

were ade avatlable4 thoa the International Bank could increase its volums

of loans to imdedeveloped are" up to a total of WOO millin per a==*

zven then, hewever, a 0 e tim sight elap"e before this total is

reached Sime. a great deal of prparatory work, prgrawdft st,.

wodhay, to be =srtm before the fall rate of lending could be

realised. In additimn, as you are aware, thee would still be a deroble



UWg betwm sandtauts mA dimburoomnts. Asesmdg that tho doclsdon to

tspleznt - oction on the Grz' Coltteo limes w.r to bo takea by *bout

Koroh of 1951, a yr'l time at loast would bo roquired before Uis of

aredit for four to oi y.ws dewlopweut prog in vwious countries eed
by

be mmm *ed. It wA4 be, t rwet , oey/xbmut the spring of 1952 that the

full. rate of an"ua s t of $4M xUton emldd be ohed. A wry

rog aW tentativ u-$ss." *stbats for 1*Md41g In a year aftr the opriag

of 1952 ay p*k as follows;



xlktium --14IR r*"#
POPgAUatO Inam Innm invetma Inrscase of ft~mrnal

in For Rbad at presm*e Investrmont 4Au
aALmvs Allan i -Po _L &sne =Uslin gjgg. A H&11Se

As" a0 70 56 4.5 700 00

Lattn A s 157 210 33 4.4 400 200

?.tOW 1,155 100 no 10.7 1,400 1,000

(Ian ila D*Uwsr)

zxterml Grant* other tbm Loans b IAW" frOS

Asia 600 300 3W0 200 100

Latin Amweta 200 175 25 125 50

Aftria 200 175 25 125 50
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ADDITIONAL DOLLAR LUJDWG P V I.B.R.D.

The power of the I.B.R.D. to make loans in U.S. dollars is deter-

mined (a) by the amount of its ovn capital paid up in U.S. dollars and gold,

and () by the amount it can raise through the sale of bonds in the U.S. cap-

ital market. Since the source of (b) cannot be stated with any degree of

exactness without making more or less arbitrary assumptions, it is preferable

to make a MnUM estimate (which in the long-run should definitely Prove to

be too pessimistic) based on the assumption that an amount of bonds equivalent

to the guarantee of the U.S. Government can be marketed without difficulties.

If loanh disbursements and loan commitments made up to August 31, 1950 are

taken into account, one arrives at an approximate amount of $2,533 million as

a minimum estimate of the Bank's additional lending power over and above pro-

speotive repayments or sales from its portfolio without its guarantee. The

derivation of this sum is shown in the following tables

U.S. capital contribution $ 635 million
2% of capital subscription of all other member

countries, paid in U.S. dollars or gold 99
Bond issues equivalent to U.S. capital subscrip-

tion not paid up 2,54
Bond issues equivalent to Special Reserve Fund 15 "

W ti "Additions to Sp cial
Reserve over next five years (estimate) 50 "

General reserve accrued from interest earnings
(approximately) 30

Additions to general reserve over next five
years (estimate) .

Total $3,469 mil3n

Loan disbursements in U.S. dollars 612 million
Undisbursed balances of effective loans 131 "
Loan commitments not yet effective 123

Total $ 936 million

Additional dollar lending power $2,533 milion



2-

It should be noted that the dollar holdings of the Special Reserve

Fund are included in the above figures, although under the Articles of Agree-

ment this reserve cannot be used for loansa to the extent to which this special

reserve is built up, however, it can be considered as a guarantee for further

borrowings by the Bank. The amount shown for loan disbursements in U.S. dol-

lars includes disbursements in Swiss francs sine Switserland is not a member

country and the bonds are assumed to be 'oova'd" by the guarantee of the U.S.

dollar subscription not paid in. The figures of undisbursed loans and loan

0emitmento are shown in full, although loans May be made in currencies other

than U.S. dollars, in which ease the additional dollar lending power would in-

crease by the corresponding amount.

The power to make further U.S. dollar loans would be greatly enhanced

by the convertibility into U.S. dollars of the currency of at least some member

countries. The additional dollar loans would represent, however, a tot addition

to the svpply of dollars available to foreign countries only to the extent to

which American investors would consider the unpaid capital subscription of these

countries as a guarantee as fully effective as that of the U.S. oversment and

therefore purchase more dollar bonds Issued by the I.B.R.D., or because they

would be willing to purchase, for dollars, I.B.R.D. bonds denominated in our.-

renoies of other member countries (e.g. Canada).

As indicated aboe* the estimate of $2,533 million of the Bank's W-

used dollar lending power is a not amount, exclusive of loans which can be made

from funds rceived in amortisation of loans outstanding. The gross dollar

lending power is not likely to be substantially larger than the not amount, if

the rate of lending is accelerated in the course of the next few years and

reaches an amount of $500 million per year. In that case, consideration would



-3

have to be given to the possible limitation of the Bank's ability to make fur-

ther daollar loans under the above-stipulated assaptions regarding the Bank's

capacity to borrow funds in the U.S. capital market,



123NCIPAL-AMUNTS D]ABUROED. AZD hVPAMENTS OF &gI =*AL
DB I . JMlD W. S9a9 bSeat. 15. 1950

The I.B.R.D. disbursed nearly $88 million on loans during fiscal

1949/50. Approximately $72 amiion, or some 80% of the total, were directed

towards "underdeveloped" areas of the wrld. From July 1, 1950, to mid-

September 1950, an additional $12 million of principal was disbursed by the

I.S.R.D., with "underdeveloped" omuntries again receiving over three-fourths

of the total.

During fiscal 1949/50, principal repayments on 1w.B.R.D. loan com-

mitntv totalled naarly 1.8 million. All such repaynents were made by Xuro-

pean countries. From July 1, 1950 to mid-September 1950, additional repayments

of $1.8 million were made, with approxinately $1 million being received from

"underdeveloped" areas.



Prinoim2l Amounts Diabtwsed. amd Renarmenta gf
Pri&Mina1, ox2 Loans Grant.d Jr I..R.D.

Julr 1. 19l9 - Setembw r 15. 1950

(in thousands of dollars)

Jul ,. 1 9 - Jung 30. 1950

"DevelonD.4 oountx'iau

Belgium 10,373 -
Finland 2,445 0,153
Lumbourg 1,773 0,099
Netherlands .f 1a2 U 1A2 1/

Sub-totol 154a ii

"Underdeveloned" Mountrie

Brazil 21,960
Chile 4,012 -
Colombia 2,681 -
India 31,158 -
Jbxioo 9,810
Yugoslavia gjg

Sub-total 2,007

Total . fiscal 1949/50 87,869 1,752 /

July 1. 1950 - Sest. 15. 1950

"Developed" countries 2,448 0,749
"Underdeveloped" countries 1..21

Grand total. July 1. 349I9 Sent. 15. 1950

"Developed" countries 18,310 2,201
"Underdeveloped" countries B1.36,

/ Notes guaranteed by the Netherlands Government were delivered to the I.B.R.D.
prior to July 1, 1949, as collateral for $12 million Dutch shipping loans.
These notes in turn were sold by the I.B.R.D., under its guarantee, to pri-
vate U.S. institutional investars. The $1.2 million shwn above comprises
the payments made to such U.S. investors by the Dutch shipping companies
during fiscal 1949/50.

/ Canoellations totalled some $7.6 million during fiscal 1949/50, divided as
between "developed" $6.44 million and "underdeveloped" $1.2 million. Can-
cellations have not been included in the above tables.
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im. 30. 1W4 - MEPEME 15. 9'

(U.S. $ thousda)

inayk -4/J
LwxboiwgAFrane 158,t00

Netherlands 195,000 
16,500 -

Lumurng 8.al2

1,8400
Ne~rlats12,000 12,00a/

DaMehar s 23,500-
Luxembourg 1,400-
Belgium

102
NtherlaAs ,2

in1773 0,'9
0,373

Mnland .. tal

"I i st. 195 2 Sebrt h 5. R 9lM

Netherlands ,1
Luxembourg - v,
Belgium 0*373

Finlad ... a24% .S2l

Crand Total AlIMM

Notes guarantood by the Netbarlands Govenmet wer* delivered tO tb*
.BJ.R.P. during fiscal 1948/49, as collateral for $12 millio Dut*b
shipping loea. These notes in turn wr* sold by the I.B.R.D., vader Its

guarantee, to private U.S. Institutional Investors. ROP&Ww.ts Of $2.4
xUlion hmv. sine@ been ae to such U-.S. Investors by the Dutch Shippig

p , piRa $0.6 million in fiscal 1948/49; $1.2 million in
fiscal 1949/50; and .6 il3ion between J4UY 1, 1950 anO SPtImbe 15,
1950.



The I..LD. $16 milion loan to Belgium in March 1949 wa sowd by
$16 milliox Belgian Goverment bmd. Then* bonds wars received and sold
by the Bomk, under its gnaetes,, to U.S. Investors during the, same month.
No p.yments have been made by Belgium to the U.S. bondholders.
Including $0.4 million Luxembourg bonde sold by the I.BR.D., without
weours , to the B.I.S. in July 1950. These bonda hav been received
the I.B.R.D. eovering the Uxembourg lost of August 1947.



FR1NC2A AMI -T DUP Mj AND EAMR FPICPL
a1 JjQM5 gAL=D OYT I. J.RE2i

(U.S. thousionds)

D-1jgurgsanjg Ro1221nWrt

A. Una /

3.

Mexico 2,900
Chilla 1,500
Brazil 14.90 -

0.

Meio9,810 -
Chil 4, -
Bra all 21,960-
Colowi 2,691 -
India 31,15"

2.a .2432

V. Lu1! 1 1950 - .,tdmbr 15a 1O

Mzloo 1,971 -
Chil 0,069 0,235

Rrazil 3,795 -
Colombla 0,935
India 2,588 0,845
Yugoslav i9Ul

. A..
Grand Total
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION
AND DELOPMENT CONFIDEWrIAL,

2LASSI D R - 393

November 27, 1950

TIE GRAY COMM1TTEE REPORT

A. BACKGROUND

On March 31, 1950, Mr. Gordon Gray, who had recently resigned as

Secretary of the Army, was appointed Special Assistant to the President

of the United States for the purpose of heading a committee to study the

post-1952 United States balance of payments prospects and their impli-

cations on United states foreign aid policy,

On June 13, 1950, as a result of informal conversations with Mr. Gray,

the management of the Bank arranged a meeting between Mr. Gray and his

chief associates and the senior staff of the Bank, in order to give Mr.

Gray information about the Bank' s operations and policies which might be

relevant to his studies. In the course of this meeting Mr. Gray asked

for a rough estimate of the rate of United States dollar lending which

the Bank might be expected to do during the years immediately following

1952 and a further estimate of the amount of United States dollars which

the management believed could be raised in the market during the same

period. Mr. Gray was told, in answer to the first part of his question,

that a rate of ;i250,000,000 per year would, in the managemnt's opinion,

be a reasonable estimate and, in answer to the second part of his question,

that the management anticipated no difficulty in raising funds at the same

rate during the period in question,



It subsequently developed that the $250,000,000 figure mentioned at

this meeting had given rise to some tisunderstanding, particularly as to

the assumptions on which the estimate was based. Accordingly, Mr. Gray

wrote Mr, Garner a letter, dated June 19, 1950, a copy of which is at-

tached as Appendix A, asking for clarification on this point. Mr. Gray's

letter was answered on August 2, 1950, by a letter from Mr. Black, a copy

of which is annexed as Appendix B.

At the same meeting Mr. Gray asked whether his associates might feel

free to call on the Bank for factual information needed in their studies.

Mr. Gray was told that the Bank would be glad to furnish information and

Mr. Rosenstein-Rodan was designated As the Bank's 11aison officer for

this purpose and from time to time supplied factual material requested

by the committee.

On October 26, 1950, Mr, Gray aent a confidential draft of his re-

port to Mr. Black with a request for his comments. Mr. Black replied by

letter dated November 2, 1950, copies of which were distributed to the

Executive Directors on November 16, 1950 (Secretary' s No. 604).

The official text of the Gray Committee Report w.s published on

November l!|, 1950. It differed in a few respects from the draft which

was the subject of Mr. Black's letter of November -, 1950.

The analysis and the recommendations in the Report represent Mr,

Gray' s considered judgment, and "they should not be taken as nece-

ssarily representing the views of other* officials in tha Tcecutive

Branch."
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B. U

The Gray Committee was appointed on March 31, 1950, with a special

assignment to "make recommendations in charting the United States Govern-

ment' s course in the field of foreign economic policies and program"

remembering that their "basic purpose has been and must continue to be

to help build a structure of international economic relationships which

'will permit each country, through the free flow or goods and capital, to

achieve sound financial growth without the necessity for special financial

aid." (p. IIX). The Gray Committees hacentral problems at that stage were

the dollar shortage and the way to fill the dollar gap in a situation in

which "production has increased to the point where shortages have dimi

inished and the central economic international problem has shifted to the

field of trade." (President Truman' s letter to the Honorable Gordon Gray

dated March 31, 1950), In the aswmer of 1950, however, the Korean events

led to major changes in the world economic situation which changed the

dimensions of the problem, even if they did not change its basic nature.

The dollar shortage was so much reduced that for the time being at

least the market problem was replaceo by a problem of resources. At the

same time, the importance of convertibility, as an immediate issue, re-

ceded into the background, Under these circumstances, the Gray Committee

shifted its emphasis and produced a comprehenslve report on the major

issues of American foreign economic policy. It contains a detailed. de-

scription of economic conditions all over the world and an analysis of

the strengths and weaknesses in each area. Its conclusions refer to

three groups of problems: (I) Western Europe, (II) Underdeveloped Areap,



(III) United States Commercial Policy, and can be summed up as follows:

I. Europe

1. The ECA would have achieved its aim by 1952 had it not been for

rearmament. The additional rearmament burden, however, would make it

impossible for Europe to maintain both its high rate of investments and

its high rate of exports, It these were lowered, the defense economy

would produce distortions in the economic structure of Europe which would

require a major effort of adjustment afterwards and might unnecessarily

prolong Europe's need for economio aid. It would be better, therefore,

to continue the FICA aid, apart from military equipment beyond 1952 for

another three or four years beyond the present time. This aid should be

planned on the basis of an overall assessment of requirements rather than

on a specific project basis, The aid would enable Western Europe to

undertake rearmament without cutting unduly either its stan4ard of living

or its investments or its exports. It would thus enable Western Europe to

maintain a healthy economic structure and should, on balance, make Europe

more creditworthy than would otherwise be the case.

2. The destrability of maintaining the financing of overseas invesV

mebts by the United Kingdom and the importance of sterling balances for

development within the sterling area is stressed, as well as the primary

role of the pound sterling for A return to a healthy world economy, "Pro-

gress towards sterling onvertibility should take the form of a gradual

relaxation of discriminatory trade controls on the part of the sterling

area countriesq1 (p4 44). When all the conditions for convert1biLity#
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other than adequate reserves, will have been fulfilled, a stabilization

loan for the sterling area should be considered.

3. The RPU fulfills a vital role of promoting integration within

Western Europe although it contains an element of discrimination against

the dollar area. For a transition perfr4 of the next few years the aim

of integration in the BPU has a priority over the element of discrimination

iplied in it. "Thus basically the EPU should be viewed as a transitional

mechanism in the process of achieving both a greater integration within

Western Europe and an approach toward freer trade between Europe and the

rest of the world." (p. 39). Accordingly, a part of the ECA aid should

eontinue to be allocated to the EPU

I, Underdeveloped Areas

1, Over and above the needs of the defense economy, the fundamental

long-run need of development in underdeveloped areas should not be for-

gotten. "The economic stagnation, -political unrest, and extreme poverty

of most underdeveloped countries represent a growing threat to the rest

of the free world ... Despite great obstacles, it is more important than

aver to the security and well-being of free countries that social and

economic progress be achieved in the under-developed areas." (pt &-9).

It is tharefore the major interest of the Western world to galvanize the

hopes of free peoples and to create a faith and confidence in a better

future for two-thirds of the world population, A clear evidence' of

American intent and continuity of aid are as important in thip respect as

dollars. "Economic development cannot be soundly planned from year to
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year; development programs must be framed on a long-;,term basis ...

Borrowing countries must have a reasonable degree of assurance that, if

they pursue sound policies, additional capital required for the further

progress of the program will be available. Indeed, the ability to provide

further funds is one of the major instruments for obtaining sound perform-

ance onAthe part of the borrower. (p. 66) ... To attempt'to plan, program

or operate on a year to year basis - or to appear to do so - is a

guarantee both of reduced effeetivenepo and of greatly increased eventual

cost in pursuit of our objectives." (p. 22).

"In contrast to the industrial countries, most of the underi4eveloped

areas of the world have, in general, shown relatively slow progress in the

post-war period ... A malor obstacle to development in underdeveloped

areas has been their long stAnding poverty itself, which has made it im-

possible to produce a sufficient margin over subsistence needs to build

for the future. To overcome this obstacle, these areas need a flowing

of capital from abroad substantially greater than they have been re"

ceiving ... There have also been major obstacles to development unrelated

to financing, Administrative machinery and teohnical skills are grossly

inadequate, The inertia of custom and tradition frequently results in a

lack of enterprise. Many of the governments are new and inexperiencedr

and, in some cases, there exIsts An unwillingnegs to take the steps nece-

asary for development within the countries themselves. While these factors

limit the rate at which new capital can be absorbed apd new techniques

learned, they can be gradually overome,' Development aid "activities

have not been pressed with a vigor that the situation requires and they
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have not yet been fused into a sufficiently effective program." (ps 5)

2; Local resources must necessarily form the main part of develop.-

ment fund, They should be supplemented, however, by external aid in the

form of private investment, public loans, technical assistanae and grantsE

Private investment is the most desirable means of development and the

original Point IV proposals for investment treaties and guarantees to

private investors should be expedited. But in the early stages of de-"

velopment, the function of private foreign investment must necessarily be

strictly limited, It could grow only gradually as economic conditions

and climate improve and those can only improve if other sources of fin-

ancing prop them up over a transition period of several years, What

private investment cannot do, pub~ic lending must. Cooperative develop-

ment programs for underdeveloped areas are therefore recommended running

for at least five years and financed by

(a) International fank loans supplemented by Export-Import

Ban loans for a combined total of 6QO to $800 million

a year, of which half or more should be supplied by the

International Bank. These loans should be coordinated

with effective technical assistance activities,

(b) continuation of private investment; and

(c) direct United States grants for development and for

technical assistance of *500 million per annum.

The total external dollar aid to underdeveloped areas forthcoming per annum

would thus amount to roughly ppeaking



) .International Bank - plus Export
Import Bank $ 800 xt iodn

ii) Private investment (this being the
amunt including reinvestment of
earnings which took place in 1949,
five-sixths of which was in the
petroleum industry $ 500 miulion

iii) Granta and technical assistance $ 500 million

Total $ 1,20O million

This would represent an increase of roughly speaking, $1 billion over

the amounts flowing at present. "In addition, other countries could be

expected to contribute through iAnternational agencies to development

activities, an4 a considerable volume of investment will be made by

Western European countries, largely in dependencies." (p. 73).

In spite of many difficulties or absorbing capital, it is probable

that these sums represent a "needed, feasible and effective program."

3. In order to enable the Export-Import Bank to supplement the

International Bank's lending in underdeveloped areap by an amount of from

j200 to $400 million per annum, its lending authority should be increased

by about $1.5 billion from the present $3.5 to $5 billign. Like the Inter-

national Bank the Export-Import Bank (a) should make untied loans, (b)

should in selecte4 cases make loans for local currency expenditures, and

(c) should supplement its loans by technical assistance.

III. United States Commercial Poliev

1. Changes in U.S. economtc policy which affect international trade

are recommended, notably:
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(a) long-term extension of the "Reciproc4l Trade Agreements

Act;" temporary power to the President to ma~k unilateral tariff'

reductions,

(b) international negotlations to end cargo preference

schemes (as the beat way to end the U.S. fifty-fifty shipping

clAse and similar measures)

(a) recasting of farm price support policy so as to

minimize its worst effot on the rest of the world.

2. When export controls are introduced, development needs should

have a high priority.

3. For the emergency period of the next few rearmament years, the

US. should aim at the creation of an international mechanism for the

allocation of important strategio raw materials.

IV. Administrative aecomendat -

A single new agency is proposed to coordinate and administer grants,

technical assistance and foreign lending (separated from the agency pro-f

viding military equipment),

0. TLE MAGNITUDE FTHE PROGRAM FOR THE UNDERDEVELOPED AREAS

There cannot be any disagreement on how important it is that the,

peoples of the underdeveloped countries should have a greater opportunity

to increase their stahdard of living. Their "economic betterment must

obviously have a contral place, but since results can acorue by and large.,

only over a considerable period of tlne, the immediate need is to generate

hope and a proPse for the future that carries, conmction of fulfillment."

(p. 21).
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The increase in external development aid proposed amounts to about

$1 billion ($350 million increase in grants and technical assistance and

600 to 4650 million increase in lending by the International Bank and

the Export-Import Bank). It may be hoped that further increases of aid

from other advanced countries -- both as envisaged already by the Common-

wealth countries in the Colombo Conmittee and by others may step up

this increase to say around 41.5 billion. Three iain questions arise in

that connection:

i) "Can these amounts be technicall7 absorbed?"

ii) "Is it enough to make an impapt on the rate of progress

in underdevelpped countries sufficient to raise their

hopes and galvanize their efforts?"

ii) "Are these amounts within the capacity of advanced

countries to provide without straining their economies?"

It is obviously impossible in a short paper to study these questions fully.

Nor can secure knowledge on these matters be claimed. Some background in -

formation is given, however, in the light of which the issue may be Judge'.

Considerable development is already taking place in the underdeveloped

countries at the present time, The 800 million people inhabiting those

areas of the free world have the equivalent of a national income of 0120

1o $150 billion per annum (equal to half the national inome of the United

States) and realize a gross, investment of. between il to $16 b lion per

annum (approximately one-third of the amount of grose investment in the

United States). The proposed increase in external aid represents on the

average a 10% increase in their gross investment9
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Of the $12 to $16 billion worth of gross investment in the under-

developed areas, only $4 to $6 billion represent net investment. The

bulk of the external development aid on the other hand would represent al-

most entirely net investment and would thus increase the total net invest"

ment by 25 to 35%. The rate of growth at present, .mostly between 1 and

2% per annum -- and therefore frequently no increase at all of income per

head-- might be stepped up by perhaps 50% prnviding a rate of growth of

froni j to 3% per annum. National income over a generation might thus

increase by 40 to 100% instead of 25 to 50% and thereby assure a greater

opportunity for progress and a rising standard of livingp

The program recoiended is "not large in comparison with" the U. S.

"grant program of recent years." The grants proposed (0500 million)

constitute ope,-fifth of one percent of the American national income; if

the proposed Expqrt-Import Bank loans to underdeveloped countries (300

million per annum) were added, the U.S. external development aid would

represent around one-third of one percent of national income.- Contri-

butions from other advanced countries might alsm range between say one-"

twentieth and one-fifth of one percent nf their national incomes.

In view of the relative order of magnitudes involved (very sketchily

indicated in this paragraph), it is difficult to disagree with the oon-

clusions of the Gray Committee Report that the pmounts of aid proposed

are within the absorbtive capacity of underdeveloped areas, are sufficient

to make a ral impact on the rate of the development and will not unduly

strain the economies of the advanced nations. However, one important



qualification must be expressed. The way in which the aid is administered

is at least as important as the amount of the aid. Unless means are found

to administer the aid with maximum effectiveness, the program might fail

to achieve the hoped for results and thus not justify the additional

strain on the already heavily burdened economies of the advance countries.

D. TE ADMINISTRATION OF THE ROGRAW

"The administration of programs of development in underdeveloped

areas - including loons, technical assistance, grants and measures to

encourage private investment, should be much more closely coordinated than

is now the case." (p. 18). This coordination should best be achieved

under international auspices. '"Operation through international organ-

isations may be essential to oomplishing the baste purposes of aid.

It is frequently not possible for any one country unilaterally to give

effective guidance on internal operations without creating fears or

suspicions of interventionist motives, which would defeat major purposes

of the program. Such programs, #herefore, will frequently be most ef-

fective if operated through international organizations, staffed in part

by nationals of eeuntr.es in which the particular underdeveloped country

has confidence." (p. 98). This point is stressed repeatedly (pages 13,

17-18., 22, 57-58, 65? 66, 6$ 69 and 98). It must be stated, nonetheleas,

that some specfie renommendations of the Report fal to reflect these

principles and are to some extent in conflict with its avowed purposes.

The Report proposes-, in fact, that different agencies administer the

grants and technical assistande on the one hand and public loans on the
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other hand. No method of coordinating their activities between themselves

and with the International Bank,, nor any method of effectovely coordinating

the development assistance program of the U*S. with those of other countries,

is proposed. It is true that the combined effecto of all these operations

are consistently emphasised and that it is taken into acoount that well

used grants may enhance the creditworthiness of underdeveloped countries

and their ability to absorb and repay sound loans. It is only on the

assumption of grants and technical assistance of 0500 million that an

International Bank lending of say -400 to $500 million per an mnu and af

Export-Import Bank lending of $200 to 4400 million per annme assumed

to be possible-6

Nevertheless, the recommendations in the Report do not contain any

tolution to the problem of coordination which the discussion correctly

recognizes to be of primary importance. ' The authors of the Report are

evidently avare of the significance of this inconsisteney since the Report

points oUt that it "does not attempt to deal with the problem of co-

ordinatioe at broader policy levels or the relateqnhip to various

mechanisms which are now in existence or under discussion for thts pUr"

pose. (p. 18) .. Much further work remains to be done i. to convert

this policy statement into an operating program." (p. IV)

This is the aspeqt of the Report that was stressed i'Mr6 Blackt a

letter to Mr. Gray of November 2,19501 'It is also the aspect of the

Report which pises the most serious problems for the Bank and its member

governments.



Failure to provide effective coordination for different types of

aid, and for aid from different sources, may make the aid program less

effective in promoting development, and may have serious implications

for international agencies operating in the development field including

particularly the International Bank.

To be fully effective, loans, grants and technical assistance to a

particular country should ber'combined in proportions whidh are appropriate

to the economic situation of the recipient. This can be done if the

saeveral types of aid are administered by one agency$ but if each is Oon-

trolled by a different agency, without coordination, confusion is sure to

result. As an example, loan programs which could be undertaken -only on

the assumption that they would be accompanied by substantial grants would

be held up, in the absence of assurance that grants would be fmrthoming.

As a further example countries which ought to receive aid largely in the

form of loans are likely to be reluctant to apply for- loan and thereby

reduce the chances of obtaining grants.

The same kind of confusion might arise if aid is administered under

various independent national and international agencies without co-

ordination. Several different agencies would then be discussing a rem

cipient country's development program and offering it advice. The polidies

recommended might be incensistent or even contradictory and, as Mr. Blaokta

letter to Mr. Gray points out, the multiplicity of voides might make it

difficult to induce the recipient countries to adopt the measures which

are required in the interests of their own development.
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Moreover, the problem of coordination involves broader considerations.

If the leading advanced nations now decide to provide foreign economic aid

preponderantly under national auspices, the movement for international

administration, started at the Bretton fWoods Conference, will receive a

severe setback. The advanced countries will appear to have lost faith in

the efficacy of providing economic aid through international agencies.

As far as the BanW itself is concerned, the implioations may be'ex-

tremely serious. If grant programs on a substantial scale 're to be

administered through national agencies, the Banc might well find itself

in a position in which its lending operations could not be maintained even

at the present level. The BankI s experience in Europe during the ECA

'period indicates that when national agencies can provide substantially

larger amounts of capital than the Bank, and can provide them on sub-

stantially more favorable terms, the Bank's own operations naturally tend

to shrink to almost nothing, at least in the absence of an effective

system of coordination.

It thus seems clear that the problem of coordinating aid of different

types and aid from different sources is of paramount importance and that,

if large grant programs are to be undertaken by the United States and

other advanced countries, the Bank should be prepared to express an

opinion as to the ways in which ach coordination can be achieved.

The solution to this problem involves answers to a number of diffi-

cult questions, of which the following are the most important:

(a) "Should foreign economic aid, whether, in the form

of loans, grants or technical assistance, be wholly pr $n large
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part integrated and administered through a single international

agency?"

(b) "If integration is desirable, would the Bank be the

appropriate agency to undertake the job? If so, what changes

or reorganization are required to enable it to do so?"

(c) "If integration is not desired what form of coordinating

machinery can be devised that will most effectively promote de

velopment, reduce corfliet between the several aid programs and

preserve the principle of international action in the development

field?"

Al1 of these questions are presently being studied.
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CONFIDEiIAL Date: - November 2, 1950

Dear Gordon:

I want to thank you for your kindness in sending me a few days ago
the latest draft of your report to the President on "Foreign Economic
Policies" and for your telegram of October 25th, asking for any commentp
I might care to make. Even a hasty reading discloses the report as a
whole to be a balanced, thoughtful and highly useful document and,
subject to certain reservations, I welcome it as an important contri-
bution to a field in which we are all interested. Although I have not
had opportunity as yet to give the draft the detailed study which it
deserves, I do want to give you my general reaction to those portions
of the report which most closely relate to the work of the International
Bank, namely the portions concerning the provision of additional assist-
ance for economic development. You understand, of course, that I am
expressing only my personal views since, because of the confidential
nature of the draft report, I have not felt free to discuss the matter
with the Bank's Executive Directors.

I think you have performed a very valuable service in underlining
how important it is that the peoples of the less developed countries
should have a greater opportunity to increase their standards of living.
Your analysis of the inevitably gradual nature of the development process
and of the obstacles which must be overcome if the process is to be
accelerated accords completely with the Bank's experience. And I am in
full agreement with your conclusion that the provision of additional
financial and technical assistance by the more advanced countries to
those less developed is desirable, provided that the conditions you
indicate are fulfilled, namely that the amount of additional capital
furnished is within the economic capacity of the less developed nations
to absorb and of the more advanced nations to provide without straining
their economies, that the assistance is effectively used for desirable
development purposes, and that the continued provision of assistance
to any particular country is made contingent upon the fulfillment by
that country of reasonable standards of performance.

In the report you point out the necessity for integrating programs
for technical assistance with any grants made to underdeveloped countries.
While I agree with this viewpoint as far as it goes, I do not understand
why a distinction should be drawn between loans and grants for this pur-
pose. It seems to me that the essential point is the need for integrating
technical and financial assistance for proper development programs, irre-
spective of whether any particular program is to be financed by grant, by
loan or partly by each.

I was glad to note the statement in your report that, in the case of
development programs particularly, operation through international organi-
zations may be essential to accomplish the basic purposes of aid and
your conclusion that such organizations should therefore be strengthened
and the scope of their activities increased. As you indicate, internar
tional action may frequently be more effective than national action in
inducing the less developed nations to adopt necessary, but politically
difficult, domestic measures. Operation through international organi-
sations also helps to insulate those nations furnishing assistance from

Sec.5-28
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charges of invasion of sovereignty, of economic exploitation, or of
discrimination as between different underdeveloped countries. Finally,
and not least important, operation through international organizations
would appear to be the best, if not the only, method of effectively
integrating the development assistance program of the United States with
those of other countries.

Despite your analysis of the desirability of operating through
international organizations and your recognition that foreign aid for
development must be so integrated as to promote consistent development
planning, those important considerations are not reflected in the
specific recommendations you make on the administration of the program.
You propose, in effect, as I understand it, that the United States
should provide, for development purposes, an additional $300 million in
loans and an additional $400 million in grants and technical assistance
per year for the next several years, and that this assistance should be
furnished through national rather than international agencies. No
method of coordinating this expanded United States program with the
programs of existing international agencies or witli the assistance
programs of other advanced nations is suggested. There would be not
one voice but several voices discussing with a country its needs and
development program as a whole. The very multiplicity of voices,
perhaps expressing inconsistent or even conflicting policies, would
make it difficult to induce countries to take the painful and unpopular
decisions which, as you recognize, are often essential to their further
progress.

Such a situation would in my judgment seriously limit the
effectiveness of the proposed United States program in promoting the
development of backward areas. And I should be less than frank if I
did not add that it would also, in my opinion, seriously impair the
ability of existing international organizations operating in the de-
velopment field, including the International Bank, to expand or even
continue the contribution they are presently making, In that respect
your recommendations seem to me inconsistent with the statement in your
report that it is essential to the success of development assistance
that it be provided mainly through international institutions and that,
therefore, the United States should continue its stated policy of re-
garding the International Bank as the primary public institution for
extending development loans.

I recognize that the problem of coordinating development assistance
programs, particularly on an international scale, involves decisions of
great importance and difficulty for the United States and other countries.

Sec. 5-28



While I have not as yet arrived at any definite conclusion in my own
mind as to the best solution, I do have some views on the subject
which, together with other points in the report, I should be happy to
explore with you should you so desire. I am convinced that, unless
this problem is faced squarely, your report will not produce the
important and beneficial consequences in the development field which
it ought to have.

T;ith kind regards,

Sincerely yours,

Eugene R. Black

The Honorable Gordon Gray
Special Assistant to the President
The White House
Washington 25, D. C.

Sec. 5-28



A.PPENDIX B

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

Washington 25, D.C.

Office of the President

August 2, 1950

Pear Gord n,

I very much welcome the opportunity afforded by your lettnr of
June 19 to Bob Garner to go further into the question of the future
lending operations of the International Bank. Although the political
and military events of the last few weeks are bound to cause material
changes in the economic situation of many of our member countries and
particularly in the international accounts of the United States, I
assume that a brief statement of our views prior to the newly arisen
situation continues to be of interest to you, since it may give you
an indication of our general concept of the role of the Bank in the
field of international economic and financial cooperation and as"
distance*

As you. know, in the last few years the lending operations of the
International Bank were limited by several adverse factors, Our
member countries were slow in realizing the imiportance of justifying
loan applications by preparing economically .ound development pro-
grams and properly engineered specific projects. Moreover, some
member countries lacked the experience of properly preparing and
presenting their appliqations, while others showed some reluctance
to come forth with loan requests, especially when they hoped that
funds would be made available to them from other sources, In othe'
instances, the burden of existing foreign debts, particularly in
United States dollars, or the prevalence of undesirable fiscal and
monetary practices made us doubtful as to the imnediate credit-
worthiness of loan applicants.

The figure of $250 million which was mentioned in our first
conversation as a possible annual average of loans to be made by
us.during the years immediately following 1952, anticipated an
increase over the present level in the number of economically justi-
fied and properly engineered projects as our member countries become
more familiar with our requirements in this respect, and as technical
assistance from the Bank and other sources acts to expedite and im-
prove their presentation. We are ourselves .anxious to assist our
member countries in the preparation of over-all development programs
which will give greater economic justification for the individual
projects submitted to us.' We feel certain that this assistance will
speed up our processing of the loan requests filed with us. Further-
more, any educational and administrative improvements which can be
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brought about by technical assistance in its broadest meaning will
also be a favorable factor. It must be recognized, however, that the
effects of such reforms can only bear fruit very slowly.

One important factor which may tend to increase the number and
amount of loan applications is the fact that the Bank has recantly
announced that it would, under certain conditions, consider financing
not only the direct foreign exchange expenditures arising from a pro-
ect, but also the local expenditures, to the extent that the borrowing

country needs to import additional consumer goods or raw materials to
prevent the project from creating inflationary pressures. It is
likely that several countries will now find it desirable and expedient
to prepare and submit projects which involve large amounts of local
currency, in the hope that the Bank may undertake to finance a part
of the local currency expenditures. This may well tend to increase
the amount of eligible loan requests over the $250 million figure,

It muqt be recognized, however, that the main limitations which
we foresaw derive from the general world financial and economic
picture. In the absence of convertibility of sterling and ether
major European currencies, and failing a clear hope of its early
restoration, we must necessarily, in undertaking loan commitments in
dollars, Fconsider the balance of payment prospects of the borrowing
country with the United States. In such consideration, we assume,
of course, a continued high level of income in this country and a
slowly rising demand for imports. Nevertheless, we must refrain
from encouraging sizeable increases in dollar debt service charges
since the outflow of dollars which is at present supplementing
individual remittances and gold purchases does not seem to us to be
of a stable and continuous character. The size and the direction
of the capital outflow from this country are difficult to forecast
for the future since private foreign investment is subject to wide
fluctuations. We have not felt, therefore, that a substantial rise
in the already heavy dollar debt burden of the outside world can be
contemplated with equanimity.

Such are the assumptions upon which our estimate was based.
The outlook, however, would be quite different if fundamental oon"
ditions improved materially. Obviously, if such an improvement
resulted in the restoration of convertibility, and If eufficient
leeway in the form of monetary reserves were ava14able to the ex..
change authorities of Western Europe, we would be less concerned
with the dollar position of our member countries. Clearlyg a
balance between the United States and the rest of the world at a
high level of international trade can ultimately be achieved only
through an increase of United States purchases of goods and services
from abroad, But if it were the established policy of the United
States Government to facilitate a continuous capital outflow, even
in moderate amounts, until such a balance is attained, we would feel
less hesitant to allow the world dollar debt burden to grow, pro-
vided that such an increase would result in a rise in the productive
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and export capacity of the debtor countries. Clearly also, if the
difficulties arising from the admittedly heavy dollar debt service
of some European countries could be alleviated, we would be in a
position to consider greater assistance to Europe itself rather than
concentrating our efforts, as we anticipate now, on under-developed
countries or on moderate lending to assist in the production of
commodities which would earn or save dollars in the colonial areas.
In other words, if convertibility and a certain degree of continuity
of outflow of dollars, even though moderate, seemed reasonably well
assured, the creditworthiness of our borrowers would probably be
considerably enhanced and thereby our lending capacity.

Assuming these favorable circumstances, it is not impossible to
anticipate that our loans might reach as much as $400-$500 million,
net of principal repayments. This amount represents in our opinion
the order of magnitude of the net dollar lending that probably might
be suitable for financing from institutional sources on a sound loan
basis, In this connection I should like to point out that I do not
feel our borrowing capacity to be a limiting factor. The market,
ability of our bonds is well established and it would take a major
international crisis or a steep rise in interest rates in this
country to impair it.

Although in this letter I have discussed only the amoLit of
dollar loans which the Bank might be able to make, I believe that a
long-run solution of the dollar problem can be achieved only b7
generally increasing production throughout the world, For th4.s
reason we feel that Bank lending, in non-dollar currencies as well
as in United States dollars, for productive investment purposes,
makes a significant contribution to this goal. Under the favorable
assumptions we have just 6qtlined, both types of lending should be
able to be increased very substantially from their present levels,

I hardly need to say that I should welcome an opportunity to
meet again with you and further discuss these matters, particularly
since the changing international situation may make a renewed ex-
change of views desirable.

With kind regards, I am

Sincerely yours,

/5/

Eugene R. Black

Mr. Gordon Gray
Special Assistant to the President
White House
Washington 25, JD.C.
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June 19, 1950

Honorable Robert L. Garner
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C,

Dear Bob:

After the meeting with you and your staff last Tuesday, I
discussed with members of my staff the figure of 250 to 300 million
dollars which you mentioned as the probable limit of the Bankts
lending operations, We soon realized that we were not clear as to
the assumptions underlying this estimate, Among the things about
which we were uncertain are whether it was a net or gross lending
figure, whether it assumes the present or an improved state of
teehnical and administrative competence in underdeveloped eountries,
what it assumes with regard to dollar supply in other respects, ad
whether it includee any lending to Europe. No doubt there are o' her
assumptions which you may wish to make explicit.

I should elso be interested in knowing how your estimate of
potential Bank operations would be affected by the use of assumptions
different from those underlying the 250 to 300 million dollar figure.

We enjoyed the opportunity to meet with you and your staff, and
I believe we profited by the meeting.

With kindest regards, I am

Sincerely,

/5/

Gordon Gray
8peoial Assistant to the President
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M., H. Mer July 28, 1950

William 0, Welk

PEw-alsd Line -at Jaw-&A AA -I= hZMAZAroer

As we agreed during our covrsatton this morning I am giving
you below very briefly the thoughts which ocur to a* with regard to
the aboy mentioned subjeet.

I think that the proponal is on the whole eellent and that it
will greatly facilitate the establisbnt of a closer lo0gWr-teru rela-
tionship between the Bank and its borrower., It will make possible a
more sustained and oontinuing Interest on the part of the unk In the
economic plans and programe and in the goneral soonos1. demlopment of
tb member coatries which come to ns for assistanco, with partiavlar
benefit to the lose developed onee to which the Bank oould thus supply
not only *ontinuftg ftnwwl1l assistaee 'bt also such reoaod Sconomie
ad toohnical advice.

Althugh the now p oposal thus soms saftentIr aaaeptabtl, it
will entail xm& nor* intensive an& cotimidn work on the prospective
L.-Irsmoor econour and therefore & greater volu of aetivity for this
dspartxwnt.WTA4 to the foro which the lank's indiation of intention
to pro-ride a eoedit lite to a particular borrower might take, I should
think that it would be diffif*t to generalise on this mattor, bm* that
the zatue of the Bank's indioation of intention will have to vary
according to the circumstands of the partioul" case. Our offer will
probably be a mmh firmer one to countries with a clear eaonomio out-
look and no partiaular mniza strativ* pblems than to loss dvelope.
countries confrontd with both eonoxic and administrati~v uneertaintiet

It oeours to me also that in the Working Party's discussion of
the proposal some attention Ridht be given to the advisabilitT, in *as*
of lines of @rodit to run for sevor4l years, of a periodio review by
the Bnn of the country's economic conditions and creditworthiness,
say at semi-enual or yearly intervals.

WGW/vhn



M. Orvis A. Schmidt July 21, 1950

W. A. B. Iliff

WOkin Partv 2n 29MMI. CiOOs- P monal with MOM k &MUM.,

1. At a meeting on Wednesday, Jr.y 19t, the Staff Loom
Comittee diseussed General Counsel's memorandum of July 12th,
in which he advocated that the Bank should be prepared in
appropriate oases to inform a member goverment of the appro4imte
amount of oredit which the Bank would be willing to extend to it.

2. The Staff loan Comittee expressed itself as in agefnsnt
in principle with General Counsel's propeal and asked the Loan
Director to set up a Working Party to eaxine the proposal in detail
and to make reommendations as to the technique of putting it into
effect.

3. After consultation with the other Heads of Departments*
the Working Party, constituted as follows, has been set up#

M. Orvis Schmidt (Loan Departnent) - Chairman

Mr. John Adler (Eonio Department),
with Mr. Harrison Clark as Alternate

Mr. Aron Broehes (Legal)

Mr. S. Aldowereld (Treasurer's)
with Mr. Robert Cavanaugh as Alternate.

4. Miss Wolfson will act as Seertaryo, ,

5. The Chilean people in th Loan k.Irave already
been considering an approach of this ki in the case of Chile, and
the study they have so far given the &i my be of som use to you
in your deliberations.

CC$

Mr. Oryls Schmidt Mr. R, L. Garner
Mr. John Adler Mr. L. s. Rist
Mr. Aron Brochea Mr. D. Crena do Iongh
MT. S. Aldewereld Mr. D. Somers
Miss Wolfson Mr. H. Folk
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STAFF LOAN COMMITTEE
(This document is for the use of the President, Vice President and members

of the Staff Loan Committee only. Its contents should not be communicated to

other persons except in the course of duty.)

VinUt*8 of eeting of Staff Lean CpMittee ftsd at 10100 aM., 'WV 6d4dy, Jtty 19, 1950
in RoA 00

1. There wer pre.t

Mr. *. ft. g
. A. 8. . iff

Mr. D. GMMrs
Mr. D. Crka do ongh

Mr. t. De. Dit
Mr. V. N. Rdan
Mr. J. f. Addler
Mr. H. N. Graves
Mr. A. Brach**
Mr. I. b. King

2.The Cosmittem diseasstt

(1) A AeP4 to Mr. ordon Grav's 434 10 letter;

(2) 'ha President's Speeh at the Liavernors' Conference;

(3) Wstarn i-ropaw Developmt bonk aM

(4) SU/0/234, Gen(ral tounael's J4y 12 Memorandum advocating that te Bank
shauMd be prepiwed, in appropriate caseu, -to inform a mber government

of Vie approximt amtunt of crodit which te Bank would be willing to
extend to it.

3. An s Iti (4) above, the Committee expr.sod itself as agreeing in principle
N ih tho enoral Counselis proposal, and asked the Loan Director to met up a Working
Party to examine th* proposal in detai and to mako reco dations a to the technique
of putting it into effect.

4. The meting adjoume at UR45 a.m.

Uistribation
W. or sgne B14wk 9. Ur. A. ' G. a. er

2. Mr. it. L. awrner 10. Mr. 0. A. SZchidt
3. Mr. W. A, B. n3iff II. n. ft. A. Wh ler
4. Mr. D. sommors 32 Mr, . o Uurland
5. Mr. D. Crena do loneh 13. Mr. H. Folk
6. Mr. L. B. ktist 14. Files
7. Mr. L. .ist
6. #r. A. H. Demuth



W'. W.A.B. Iez July 2 1950

Leonard B. Rit

With reference to your mmorandum of July19, I hav* appointed
Vr. John H. Adler and Vr., E. Harrison ClarkW Alternato/to represent
nv dspatment in the Working Party to be et up to study "n make
recomendatiF on the technique that the Bank might &dpt in indi.-
cating to mmbr ;overnments the rate at which the Ba* in preprard
to negotiate loa" with them over a period of several years.

ecs Mr. Adler
Mr. clark



FoRm No. 57
(5.48) INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
)r. L. B. list

TO: Mr. L. Cre a de iob h DATE: July 19, 1950

FROM: W. A* B. Thff

SUBJECT:

I shall be grateful if you would nominate the person
in your Department to represent you on the Working Party that
we decided in Staff Lma Consittee this morning to set up to
study and made recomsendations on the technique that the Bank
might adopt in indicating to member govermmnts the rate at which
the Bank in prepared to negotiate loans with them over a period
of several years. (Mr. Somerst memorandvu to Staff Lean Codttee,
dated July 12th, refers.) (J4 C -

I an appointing Mr. Schmidt to represent the Loan
Director, and Mr. Somers is appointing )r, breches. I am
arranging for Miss Wolfson (Trainee in the Loan Department) to
act as secretary to the Working Party.4

CC: Mr. Sohmidt
Mr. S... /.
Miss Wolfseon
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CONFIDENTIAL

STAFF LOAN COMMITTEE O
Dat e: Ju4I 14, 1

TO: Mr. Rist

A meeting of the Staff Loan Committee will be held at 1#:15 a.m.

on Wednesday. Jady 19, 10 , in Room No. 1005

Harold Folk

Secretary, Staff Loan Committee

AGENDA

ThS "Ommittee wil consider Vie attached ,"/0/23L,

Ytzirandam from the eneral Ct to m e ovmittee dated

JulY 12, 1950.

Distribution
1. Mr. Eugene Black 9. Mr. A.S.G. Hoar

2. Mr. R. L. Garner 10. Mr. 0. A. Schmidt

3. Mr. W.A.B. Iliff 11. Gen. R. A. Wheeler

4. Mr. C. A. McLain 12. Mr. E. G. Burland

5. Mr. D. Crena de Iongh 13. Mr. H. Folk

6. Mr. L. B. Rist 14. Files

7. Mr. L. B. Rist 15.
8. Mr. R. H. Demuth 16.
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CONFIDENTTAL. Secretary's Memorandum No. 668

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
REC2MSRUCTION AND DEUELOPITNT

DECLASSIID
Date:

May 14, 1951

FROMs Acting Secretary

MEASURES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF
UNDER-DEVELOPED COUNTRIIES

With reference to Secretary's Memorandm No. 667

to which was attached a copy of a report entitled

"Measures for the Development of Under-Developed Countries".

there is attached herewith the Statement which will be

presented to the Economic, Eaployment and Development

Commission by the Assistant to the Vice President on

behalf of the Bank.

It is requested that this statement be treated as

confidential until it has been presented to the Commission,

Distribution

Executive Directors
President
Vice President
Assistant to President
Department Heads

Sec:5-17-2



STATEMNT ON BELF FTHE
INTENATIONAL BANK. FOR RECONSTRUCTION & DEVELOPLIENT BEOIRE THE

BCON0111C EbPLOENT AND DEQELOPENT COUYISSION

The =a gement of the International. Bank has examined
with great interest the Report of the Group of Fxperts entitled
"~easures for the Econonieo Development of Under-.Developed Countries".

May I say, at ther outset, that we believe that -the authors
of the Report have made an oxxtstanding contribution through their
careful and comprehensive analysis of the problems of eponomic develop-
ment. They have pointed out with clarity, and with a commendable
sense of proportion, the many different factors involved in the
development process and the interrelationship among them.

Often in the past, the concept of development has been
thought of too narrowly as synonymous simply with the availability
of physical resources, capital and technology. Indispensable as
these factors are, they will not, as the Experts have pointed out
so forcibly, bring about development by themselves. Rather, tha
pace of economic progress is determined by a great variety of inter'.
related elements - among which, in additiLan rc physical resourCes,
capital and technology, perhaps the most important are the energy
and effectiveness of the government, the social institutions of the
country, the distribution of wealth and opportunity among the various
classes of the population, the effectiveness of the educational
effort, and the character of the economic and financial policies
and institutions governing the allocation of the country's resources.
Economic development can proceed rapidly in any nation, as the
Experts have emphasized, only if there is a strong national will
to develop - a will to put the long-range interests of the country
as a whole ahead of short-term political advantages and ahead, too,
of immediate financial advantage to particular interests or groups,
however influential they may be..

The Bank welcomes the sense of urgency which pervades
the Report. With the permission of the Coomission, I would like
to repeat in this conne iVon what the President of the Bank stated
to the Economic and Social Cowcil at its recent meeting in Santiago.
He said, "I want, to press on you again the view that developneiit
is an urgent, task. 1e cannot build a stable world out of nations
whose populations are engaged in a tooth-and-nail struggle mera7y
to keep themsalves alive, Ue can achieve stability only when men
are loyal to the social ocder in which they .live., md when that
order provides an eqnitable shering of rewerds, so that men can live
as neighbors rather than as rivals for an insuffiaient share of
the world's good&.

"It is imperative for all of us to help provide the means
for men to create a better tomorrow for themselves and for their



children., It is imperative to help build a common stake in the
future whidh will lead to new unity and new vigor among the nations
which share the same ideals about the dignity of man. This can
be a great contribution to peace today,. Carried on continuously
and constructively, it .an be an even greater force for peace and
stability in years to come."

We have been glad to note that the Experts did not permit
their statement of the urgency of development to obscure their
analysis of the very difficult and complex problems which must be
faced if the pace of development is to be materially accelerated.
The problems they analyze in their Report are the very problems
with which the Bank, and most of the other international organizaw
tions, have been grappling for the past few years. The Report
recognizes that to overcome these difficulties will in most countries
involve painful readjustments; in some, major structural readjust-,
ments of the econom will be required. Our experience in the Bank
amply confirms this analysis*

I dont want to take the time of the Qommission to go
over each of the many suggestions for domestic action discussed in
the Report. There are a few, however, which I would like to single
out for special mention.

The first is the need to give high priority to education.
In those countries where, as a result of social revolution or
otherwise, great efforts have been made to spread education to the
people at large, the result has upually been a spurt in economic
progress; where education has been neglected, development has rarely
achieved much momentum. This is selrcely surprising, for the many
steps necessary to achieve dynamio progress and particularly
the creation of a ,national will to develop depend very largely
on the existence of a literate and inquiring population.

Within the general field of education, the Bank is glad
to note the emphasis put by the Experts on three fields -- the
growth of agricultural extension facilities, the training of skil.ed
workers and the training of executives and administrators able to
plan and execute development programs,

It has been our experience that, in practically 411 of
the under-developed member countries of the Bank, extension services
are still in their early stages. Knowledge of advanced production
techniques, better seed, better methbds of fertilization and the
like is usually available or can be made available without undue
difficulty -. but to disseminate that knowledge to the farmers, and
to induce them to apply it, is a major undertaking* It is a task
that has not yet been tackled with the energy it deserves; even
the importance of the task is not widely enough appreciated. Yet
successful executign of a comprehensive extension program, accom-
panied by an appropriate agricultural credit program, can work



us3 so

a minor revolution in agricultural production in many countries
and can thereby raise the standard of living of a large segment
of the population, make more resources available for industrial
development, create a broader market for industrial products, and
generally stimulate the entire development process.

The lack of trained executives and administrators and
of skilled workers at all levels is, as the Experts have stated,
a major bottleneck to development . and it is one that takes a
considerable period to break. We are peculiarly aware of this
difficulty in the Bank, for the most formidable single barrier to
the expansion of our development activities has been the inexperi~
ence of the less developed countries in working out programs and
projects up to the point where they are ready for financing, They
have also frequently encountered difficulty in finding the proper
personnel to manage new projects. The Bank has rendered consider-
able assistance to its members in meeting these difficulties. Our
engineers have often helped prospective borrowers on the technical
aspects of projects under consideration. Our loan officers and
economists have often been able to make suggestions as to adminism
trative or organizational arrangements for a project or as to
the plans for its financing. And we have increasingly been asked
by our members to recommend foreign executive and technical
personnel to be employed by them to assist in the effective operation
of enterprises we have financed.

Progress has been made in this matter; it is reflected
in the increasing number of loan applications received by the Bank
and in the increasing number of development loans we have been able
to make. It is our confident hope that the international and
bgateral technical assistance programs, as they grow and begin
to bear fruit, will help to speed up the proper preparation of
projects and thus permit acceleration in the pace of our lending
activities.

Another suggestion for domestic action which we believe
the Experts properly stressed is the need to mobilize domestic
resources more energetically and to channel them into productive
investment. The Experts have called particular attention in this
connection to the advantages to be derived from the creation of
development banks and corporations. The Bank wholeheartedly supports
this position, although a warning is perhaps in order that no
single type of institutional organization sill meet the varying
needs of different countries. The particular type of organization
required - how it is to -secure its funds, what types of financing
it is to dor what its management and control are to be - must be
carefully worked out in the case of each country. The experience
of other countries can provide a guide, but not one that should be
copied blindly.



As the. Commission is doubtless aware, the Bank has been
quite active in this field. We encouraged and provided substantial
assistance for the creation of the new Industrial Development Bank
of Turkey and released one of our former officers so that he could
accept the position of first General 1,Inager of that Bank. We also
played a leading role in the creation of the new Development Bank
of Ethiopia. Both of these institutions have received substantial
credits from the Bank. In Mexicq we helped to work out a consortium
arrangement of private banks, with the participation of IJacional
Financiera, the official ,Mxican financing agency, which serves
the same general purpose as the Development Banks, and we have made
a line of credit available to the consortium, Similar proposals
for Development Banks or consortium arrangements in other countries
are under discussion. Furthermore, we assigned a member of our
staff to work for a number of months as an adviser to the newly
established Development Bank of Honduras -- and another member of
our staff has been assisting Iceland, at its request, in investi-.
gating the desirability of creating a new investment agency*

The mobilization of domestic resources and the creation
of local capital markets depend only in part, however, on institu-
tional arrangements; at least equally important, of course, are the

general economic and financial policies adopted by the government.
And in this field, too, we have often found ourselves able to be
of assistance. .Advice on such matters is less spectacular less
easy to dramatize -" than assistance in the establishment of new
institutions, but it is no less important. And I think I can fairly
say that, through staff missions and through outside consultants
employed by the Bank, we have been able to make a not insignificant
contribution to the formulation of economic and financial policy
in many of our less developed member countries which, in the long
run, should help substantially in their further development.

The final point I want to make on the domestic measures
proposed by the Zxperts concerns programming. Here, again, the
Bank's experience supports the analysis contained in the Report
about the need, first for a coordinated approach to development
problems, second, For the intelligent determination of priorities
for public investment expenditures and the formulation of appro-
priate policies for the private sector, and, third, for permanent
organizations to work out development programs, to keep. them under
constant review and to modify and adapt them as conditions require.

17hen the Bank initially undertook development financing,
the loan applications filed with it all too often consisted simply
of lists of projects which the member government had under considera-
tion -. usually without any indication of the relative priority of
the various projects, the relation between them, or their place in
the development pattern being worked out for the eoonomy as a whole,
A good deal of the time apd attention of the Bank's staff has
necessarily been devoted, therefore, to helping member countries
determine priorities among the different projects they had in mind



and sometimes to suggesting additional projects in fields which

may have been overlooked or insufficiently emphasized.

It is a striking fact that practically every mission sent
out by the Bank - and we have had missions in almost all of our

under-developed member countries - has reported back the inade-

quacy of development programming efforts and has urged the creatio4
of a high-level local development board, economic council or

planning agency, of one kind or another, to rectify the situation,

Development programming is a complex, inexact discipline at best -
but it is inescapably necessary if resources are not to be wasted
or, at best, applied haphazardly.

The Bank has played a significant role in this field# Com-

prehensive survey missions organized by the Bank at the request of

member governments have made recommendations, or are in the protess
of making recommendations, to Colombia, Cuba, Guatemala, Ir#q and

Turkey, designed to assist those countries in formulating long term
national development programs. e have provided help not only in
the survey stage but in the even more vital implementation stage. In

addition to these comprehensive missions, members of the Bank staff
have assisted, on a somewhat more limited scale, in the planning 6f
development, or in the study of the methods of programming, '
number of other countries, such as Ethiopia, Chile, Iceland, 4Astah
and the Philippines. We have also joined with FAO in sponsoring a
mission to survey the agricultural economy of Uruguay - and FAO and

4he Bank are sending a similar mission to Chile at the end of this

month. Similarly, in response to a request from Nicaragua, we are

stationing two members of our staff in that country for a period of

from eight months to a year to help the government in formulating an
investment program, in arranging for technical experts in various spa# 4
ized fields, and in coordinating and implementing the recommendationi
of these other experts.

In other words, to the extent that we can effectively do so,
and through various devices to meet the varying desires and needs of

our members, we are pushing ahead as fast as we can with assistance

in the vital field-:of devel opment programming.

So much for the domestic measures suggested in the Ex-perts'

Report. Let me turn now to the portions of the Report that deal with

public loans for development -- and particularly with the 4iscussion

of the International Bank.

I wish I could report that we fi1.nd the same sense of realism
in those portions of the Report as in so much of the rest of it. Un-
fortunately, this is not the case. In dealing with the Bank, the Experts
seem not to have realized that the very obstacles to development they

high-lighted, l earlier sections have been obstacles in the way of Bank

development fxiancing. Me have moved in various ways, as I have al-

ready indicattd, to overcome those obstacles, but in the nature of

things it has not been an easy job nor one that could be accomplished
over-night.



I think a single set of figures will illustrate the

direction in which we have been moving, and the measure of success
we have achieved. In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1948, we made
two loans for development,. aggregating $16 million. In the 1949
fiscal year.,. we made three development loans aggregating $109
million. In the 1950 fiscal year, we made eight development loans
totalling 134 million. And in the fiscal year now coming to a
close, we have already made 18 development loans, aggregating about
$290 million, This steady progression accurately reflects, I believe,
both the progress made within the Bank in achieving an understanding
of the economic situation and problems of its less well developed
member countries, and also the progress made by those countries, in
part with the assistance of the Bank, in preparing their programs
and projects to the point where they are susceptible of being
financed by the Bank.

I wish it were possible for me to indicate the amount
of development lending the Bank will do over the next few years.
But any such prognostication on my part would have to be based on
so many assumptions as to future eventualities as to make the end
result pure guess work. So far as the Bank is concerned, our
objective is to increase our rate of lending just as rapidly as
we can, subject only to the limitation that we will not lend more
than the borrowing country can absorb and effectively utilize,
nor more than the country has a reasonable prospect of repaying,
We do not have a top limit on the amount of development loans we
are willing to make - neither $300 million, nor $400 million,
nor any other figure " and, for the next few years at least$ we
anticipate that our ability to borrow will remain such as to
place no limitation on our capacity to lend,

The plain fact is that the rate of Bank lending for
development will depend primarily, not on decisions of the Bank
at all, but on decisions over which the Bank has little or no
control. It will depend, in the shorto-run at )e gst, upon the
ability and willingness of the industrialized nations to make
equipment and materials available. It will depend also upon
the ability and willingness of the underdeveloped countries,
with such foreign technical assistance as may be made available
to them, to push their development programs ahead along the
lines the Experts have discussed, and particularly to prepare
programs and projects ready for financing. It*will depend to
some extent, too, on whether the more developed countries,
other than the United States, make available for lending pur-
posos a greater part of their 185 czpital 8ubscriptions to the
Bank for many of the less aevelopet countries are in a
position to service a greater amount of non-dollar indebted,-
ness than of dollar indebtedness. Finally it depends upon
what action may be taken by the more advanced countries on the



various proposals now under consideration for additional
developmental assistance in the form of grants - for

obviously grant funds, if available, could be so used as to
increase the ability of many countries, particularly some of

the Asiatic countries, to service additional foreign debt,

I repeat, then, that in the nature of things, it would
be unrealistic for the Bank to set any target for the amount of
its development loans other than the target to lend as much
money as can be productively used and as the borrowing countries
can reasonably be expected to repay. I would be less than frank,
however, if I did not add that, in our judgent, there seems no
real likelihood that the amount of the Banks development loans
will, under presently foreseeable world conditions, approach the
figure of one billion dollars annually suggested by the Experts..
It is, I suggest, a disservice to raise hopes which cannot be
fulfilled and which, by the very fact of their expression, may
serve .to obscure the real contribution which the Bank can make..

Another point in the Experts' Report on which I wish to
comment is the statement that the Bank "attaches excessive
importance to the foreign currency aspects of development"., From

the very general nature of this statement it is difficult to dis-
cover on what factual information it is based.

Actually the brief reference to the emphasis on the

foreign exchange aspects of the Bank's policy and operations
involves two distinct issuest One is the restriction of the

utilization of Bank loans for imports of equipment and materials,
The Report itself notes that the Bank has made every effort in
this respect to interpret its Articles of Agreement liberally.
The Fifth Annual Report of the Bank contains a concise statement
of the Bank's policy on this matter. This policy, which the
Bank explained at length to the Economic and Social Council at
its meeting in Geneva last summer, was noted with approval by
the Council. The Bank has now under active consideration loans which
are very largely intended, not for direct foreign exchange
costs, but for indirect foreign exchange requirements arising
out of expenditures in the borrowing country itself.

The second issue involved in the Experts' comment is
the transfer problem,, or more specifically, the ability of
borrowing countries to assume additional foreign debt obligations.
The Bank is in full agreement with the Experts' statement that
the primary objective of all development expenditures, whether
financed by domestic capital or foreign loans or grants, is to
build up the capacity of the country concerned to produce goods
and services,_ The Bank is also aware that the expansion of

production, particularly of marketable products of manufacturing,
mining and agriculture, is likely on the whole to have a favorable



effect on the borrowing country's long-run balance of payments
position. Yve would be reluctant, however, to subscribe to the
eqsy generalization of the Experts that "if development succeeds,
the transfer problem of meeting debt charges should take care of
itself". An increase in internal production and consumption
does not necessarily imply an increase in export availability.
Moreover, the addition to the flow of goods and services avail,
able to any country as a result of increased output is inevitably
associated with an increase in income and this additional income
is bound to give rise to an increased demand for imports. There,-
fore, the Bank feels that it would be derelict in its obligations
toward its member countries under its Articles of Agreement if it
did not pay close attention to the transfer problem. However, the
Bank has at no time looked upon the balance of payments effects of
the projects which it finances in isolation; it has been concerned
rather with the over-all, long-run balance of payments position of
the borrowing country, taking into account all aspects of the
country's development.

There are three other points which I wish to touch on
briefly. The first is the encouragement given by the Experts to
overseas development financing by national lending agencies in the
more advanced countries. National lending agencies have performed
a useful role and they have an important role to play today. But
the creation of new national institutions would be of practical
significance only if it resulted in an expansion of the total
amount of financial assistance available for development purposes.
To the extent to which new institutions vould take over the functions
of existing arrangements, including the lending operations of the
International Bank, it would make no net addition to the credit
facilities of underdeveloped countries; it would, hmever, create
new problems of coordination and might thereby impede rather than
enhance the development process.

I do not propose to enter into any prolonged discussion
before this Commission of the relative advantages of national and
international action in the field of development financing, I do
think it worthwhile, however, to quote again in this connection
from the statement of the President of the Bank to the Economic and
Social Council in Santiago: "International agencies, I have no
hesitation in saying, seem to me to offer potentially the most
efficient avenue of a-proach. International action may frequently
be more effective than national aotion in inducing the less
developed nations to adopt necepsary, but politically difficult
domestic measures. International organizations cannot, in truth,
be charged with invading national sovereignty, with economic
exploitation, or with political discrimination among different
countries, Finaly, these agencies seem to me to provide the best
and probably the only - way of directing the resources of national
contributors toward the same common purpose."



The more advanced countries, other than the United States,
have not yet found themselves in a position to release, for 

use

in Bank lending, any very large part of the 18% local currency

portion of their capital subscriptions to the Bank, To suggest

that, even though they have not yet made such releases, 
they should

set up new national lending agencies seems to us to suggest a retreat

from the concept of cooperative international action which motivated

the establishment of the Bank and which, if we Judge properly, has

gained increasing support over the intervening years.

My final two points concern the suggestions for an

International Finance Corporation and for an International Develop-

ment Authority. The Bank has for some time considered that the

creation of an International Finance Corporation, authorized to

make loans to private enterprise without government guarantee and

to make equity. investments in participation with private investors,
would provide a substantial stimulus to increased private investiient,
both foreign and domestic, and thus contribute in important measure

to development. ive hope, therefore, that the Commission will see

fit to endorse this suggestion. As the Experts point out, this

recomendation first appeared in the report of the U.S. -International

Development Advisory Board, headed by Nelson Rockefeller. It is,

perhaps, appropriate to call to the attention of the Commission the

fact that, in the ockefeller Committee Report, the precise proposal
was to establish the International Finance Corporation as- an affi

liate of the International Bank, in order that the Corporation

might have the benefits of the management, staff and technical
services of the Ban1A and to avoid the duplication and extra

expense of creating an entirely new and separate organization.

So far as concerns the proposed International Develop-

ment Authority, the Bank would say only this: We regard the

development task as urgent. be believe that, in some countriess

the rate of development cannot be accelerated substantially if
the only external capital they receive is in the form of loans

which have a reasonable prospect of repayment. If additional

assistance is to be given to these countries, we believe strongly
that it should be in the form of grants, rather than in the form

of quasi-loans, and that the grants should preferably be admini-

stered through international channels, But the decision whether

to make grants available for this purpose is one which only the

more advanced countries can make in the light of their own national

policies, resources and the totality of their commitments. 
On that

point, therefore, the Bank cannot appropriately express any view,

WVe would suggest, however, that if the Commission should

endorse the recommendation for an International Development Authority,

it consider carefully the problem of coordinating the activities of

ouch an Authority with those of the International Banr* so that both



loans and grants might be used most effectively to achieve the
common development objective. .To this end, we call to the attention
of the Commission the proposal contained in the Rockefeller Committee
Report that such coordination might best be achieved through a
management contract between such an Authority and the International
Bank.

In conclusion, I want to say a word about the assertion
of the Experts in their Report that the International Bank "has
not adequately realized that it is an agency charged by the United
Nations with the duty of promoting economic development". That is
an assertion made without factual demonstration. I do not hesitate
to add that it is an assertion contrary to fact. All of us in the
Bank regard the promotion of economic development as our primary
task. To the achievement of that goal, all the energies of the
Bank have been directed. To the achievement of that goal, all
the energies of the Bank will continue to be directed.
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STAF MEMORANUM

ON

RECBNT PROPOSALS ON FINANCING OF PDB7EPMFN

A. REPORTS ON DEIEOPMENT OF UNDM PED SOUITRIES

. What the Rports have in comuon

There seems to be general agreement both in the theoretical explanation
of the problems of development in poor countries and in the principles of
international aid recommended to promote the eponomic development of these
countries. During the last year three reports have dealt with the problem.
They aret

(1) The Gray Committee Reporti

(2) The Rockefeller Reportv

(3) The U.N. Experts Report on Developraentl'

In addition The Colombo Plan4'and President Truman' Message on Foreign
Aid2/ deal with the same problems. All these reports agree

Report to the President on Foreign Economic Policy, Washngton, D.C.
November 1950 - reported to the Board in Staff Paper R-393, November 29, 195
"Partners in Progress" - report to the President by the International Develo7
ment Advisory Board, March 1951.
Measures for the Eoonomio Development of Underdeveloped Coutries - 'report b;
a group of experts appointed by the Secretary-General of the United Nations,
New York, May 1951, See also Reoort of the Economic, Employment and Develop-
ment Commission, U.N., E/2006 E/CN.1/86, June 7, 1951.
The Colombo Plan - reported to the Board in Secretary' s Memorandum No. 665,
May 11, 1951.
The Mutual Security Program - message on Foreign Aid transmitted by the
President to the Congress on May 24, 1951; and the Mutual Security Program
for Fiscal Year 1952 - basic data supplied by the Executive Bran.-h provided
for the use of House Committee on Foreign Affairs and Senate Conittee on
Foreign Relations, Washington, D. 0., Government Printing Office, June 1951.
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(1) That it is the Westert wor' s conoern and interest to hpin thedevelopment of derdeveloped.2oqztries, fDevelopment is a slow prncess, howeverand raising of the low standards of living is not possible ibness than a decadeor even perhaps a generation. To achieve this, the efforts of the underdevelopecountries thamselves must be substantially increased and this is possible onlyif new spirit and drive are aroused in those countries. Considerably augmentedinternational assistance might achieve suqh a result if it succeeds in mobilizirfaith and hope in a better future in poor countires. This psychological effectcannot be achieved, however, by piecemeal, small aid programs but only by a sub-stantial amount of assistance and a definite expectation that it will continueover a number of years. The amount of aid must be (a) large enough to make animpact on the rate of progress in undehdeveloped countries sufficient to raisetheir hopes and galvanize their efforts, (b) within the technical absorptivecapacity of the underdeveloped countries, and (c) within the capacity ofadvanced countries to provide without straining their economies.

(2) Grants must supplement the aq4 in the form of loans. Wisely-usedgrants will not only raise investment, they will clso increase an underdevelopedcountry' s creditworthiness and thereby increase the amount of loans which can bemade. Sound grants increase the scope for sound loans. It may be noted in thisconnection that practically all the reports propose a clean division betweengrants and loans without having recourse to an intermediate instrument of "fuzzyloans" or disguised grants in the form of very long-term loans of 60 or 99 yearsat a very low rate of interest or long-te:,m interest-free loans. Such a possi-bility is envisaged only in some proposals presented by some delegates at theSixth Session of the Economic, Employment and Development Commission of the U.N.(p. 32 of the Report of the Economic, Employment and Development Commission,Economic and Social Council, E/2006 E/CN.1/86).

(3) Teehaic4 2asistance willachieve much ore'if it known that
adequate* fuds are availble for uent ivesjtment. A great deal is achievedeven by technical assistance in the present form but combined operations oftechnical assistance, increased internal effort, grants and foreign loans, wouldmake such a difference in effectiveness of the aid as to amount to a differentkind of program.

(4) Private investment cdnnot at preent supply ufficient $unds toaccelerate substantially the rate of development, Although there is considerable
variance in the reports, there is agreement on the proposition as stated.

(5) $ome sort of coo nation of t va frms of ass _

nical assistance, grants, loans ec should be provided.

(6)Q~raioQ though international organlzations~i geealZ~agi
to be d ral :Fs ti e 1 , p

se also: Foreign Economic Ass sance, Brookings Inatitute, 195.1 pp, 90-91.
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(7) A vastly increased internal effort in the reaipent countries is
needed as a basic condition for success in develo ment. The extent of external
assistance should be dependent on the extent to which the recipient countries
are prepared to take the drastic and frequently unpopular measures which are
necessary for the mobilisation of domestic development effort,

II. Differences between the Reports

While there is general agreement on the basic principles of external aid
for the development of underdeveloped countries, there are naturally differences
of emphasis between the various reports. The Gray Committee Report frankly
confines itself to a discussion of what should be done without examining con-
cretely how it should be done. The Rockefeller Report, on the other hand, puts
its maximum emphasis on how aid should be provided and administered. It is the
only report which contains specific recommendations as to Institutions needed
for better coordination and administration of U.S. and int ernational activity
in the development field.

All three reports (Gray, Rockefeller and U.N. 4xperts) deal at considerabl-
length with problems which can be solved only by action of the underdeveloped
countries themselves. The bulk of the U.N. Experts Report, both in terms of
length and emphasis, deals with this phase of the problem.

All three reports emphasize the need for an increased flow of external
assistance. The Gray Committee Report recommended $500 million annually in
grants and technical assistance, This figure was repeated by the Rockefeller
Report. The U.N. Experts Report speaks of eventually attaining a flow of grant
funds of $3 billion annually from all sources.

For both international (IURD) and U.S. (Export-Import Bank) dollar loans,
the Gray and Rockefeller Reports mention a figure of $600-800 million annually.
The U.N. Experts Report mentions only that IBRD should set itself a target of
lending at a rate of $1 billion per annum within five years,

In appraising the prospects for and the effects of positive measures to
encourage a greater outflow of' U.S. private capital, the Rockefeller Report is
much more optimistic than the Gray Report. A doubling of the 1946-49 average
flow of $1 billion is considered feasible whereas the Gray Report saw little
chance that private direct investment would increase substantially. The prin-
dipal explanation for the difference may be the fact that the Rockefeller Report
proposed a series of measures as incentives to private foreign investment,
including exemption of all new foreign investment from U.S. income tax which
the Gray Report did not mention, The U.N. Experts Report does not mention a
specific figure but appears to be no more optimistic than the Gray Report.

All three reports stress the urgency of providing a steady flow of resource
to the underdeveloped areas. The Rockefeller Report emphasizes the expansion of
raw material production which can be expected from development in the under,
developed areas. The U.N. Experts Report emphasizes the needs of the under-
developed countries as such to a much greater extent.



Neither the U.N. Experts Report nor the Rockefeller Report attampts to
appraise to what extent the capacity of the underdeveloped countries to support
economic development out of their own resources has been increased in the
recent past. The Gray Report (page 60) on the other -hand outlined the principa
reasons why and to what extent the improved foreign exchange position of the
primary producers' countries does not eliminate the need for foreign aid.

III. Princlpal featiares of the f1etefeller and the U.N! 4e1t. Reports.

1) The Gray Committee Report has been summarised in the Staff Paper
R-393, distributed November 29, 1950. Summaries of the Rockefeller Report and
the U.N. Experts Report are given herew'4th.

The Rockefeller.Report makes the following recommendations:

(1) Establishment of a new U.S. agency, the Overseas Economic Adinist7-
to, with an appropriation of $500 million for .9evolopment purposes for the
next fiscal year. The Overseas Economic Administration would include all the
foreign ecoromic functions of the U.S. Government and would absorb among others
ECA, the present Point IV organization of the State Department, and the Institut
of Inter-American Affairs. It is apparently contemplated that if the Inter-
national Development Authority (see sub. 2) is established, part of the Overseas
Economic Administration grant funds would be allocated to the International
Development Authority and the remainder would be used ckiefly in such broad
social programs as health, education, sanitation, etc. It is further proposed
that the 0.E.A. operate on a regional basis and through standing missions in
the underdoveloped countries.

(2) Creation of a new international agency, the Interational Developmer
Authority, to operate under a management contract with the Internrational Bank.
Funds are to be contributed by all participating countries in proportion to
their capital subscription to the International Bank. The, contribution proposed
for the United States would be up to $200 million to be transferred from the
appropriation of the Overseas Economic Administration if the new Authority
should begin its operations during the f-secal year 1951-52. The funds of the
kathority are contemplated as grants ip the field of public works.

The Report states the principle that "all programs of economic assistance
should provide for some measures of cooperative local financing."

(3) Creation of an International Finance Corporation as an affiliate of
the International Bank, to be financed through subscription by the parti-cipatinf
governments to non.-voting stock up to the equivalent of $400 million. The
Corporation would be authorized to make non-voting equity investment and loans
to private borrowers without government guaranteea. It is intended that
equities and loans be sold to pivate investors as soon as possible, and that
the proceeds be used for further operations. United States subscription of
$150 million is proposed, with one-third actually paid in, the balance ubject
to call.
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(4) The Rockefeller Report further proposes various measures to stimu-
late U.S. private investment including exemption from U.S. income tax of all
new foreign investment and insurance against transfer risks, the latter to be
underviritten by the Export-Import Bank up to an amount of Al00 million.

Coordination. The Report lays great emphasis on the need for coordina-
tion of all development assistance and on the preparation of a comprehensive
development program for every country, The preparation of these programs would
be the responsibility of Joint Commissions which are to consist of representa-
tives of the United States and of the foreign country receiving assistance.

2) The U.N. Experts Report on "Measures for the Economic Development of
Underdeveloped Countries" is divided into two major seotions. The first deals
with domestic measures requiring action by the underdeveloped countries; the
second deals with measures requiring action by the developed countries and
international agencies. Recommendations of the report are much less shaded

'than the text and fail to convey the subtleties of the analysis.

The first part of the report (pp. 5 - 70) contains an excellent analysis
of the problems of underdeveloped countries and a realistic and persuasive
statement of what the underdeveloped countries must do. The second part con-
tains an estimate of total investment and of external capital required to raise
by 2% the national income per head in underdeveloped countries. For that pur-
pose, the experts assume; (a) an annual shift of 1% of the total working
population into industry requiring .2500 per head of worker employed, and
amounting to $15 billion. This would raise the national income by 1W per
annum; (b) annual investments in agriculture of about $4 billion - of- hich
$1 billion would be invested in agricultural extension services and research -
thereby increasing the yield per acre by an average of 2-/% per annum equivalent
to an increase of 1% of national income With national income increasing
annually by 2%, income per head, taking into account the increase of population.
would increase by 2% per annum.

Total investment would then amount to $19 billion per annum, or 20% of
the income of these countries. Internal savings in 1949 amounted to 35.2
billion, so that the gap would appear to be i14 billion. The possible increase
in domestic savings could reduce this gap to $10 billion (80% of which would be
needed for Asia). To meet this gap the present annual inflow is of 1 to
$1.5 billion. "It is in order to emphasize that, if these countries are to

progress more rapidly in the future than they. have done in the past or are

doing at present, the inflow of capital must be multiplied several-fold, that
we have thought it worthwhile to give these estimates of the order of magnitude
involved. We do not ask that these figures be taken exactly. Ve wish only to
emphasize that the order of magnitude involved is well in excess of what is
now generally believed. When members of the United Nations speak about rapidly
increasing the standards of living of the underdeveloped world, they should
realise that what they are talking about involves a transfer of several billion

dollars every year." (p. 79),

Such a magnitude is not, it is claimed, beyond the capacity of the

developed countries. Va of the national income of Western Europe, Australia,



the United. States and Canada would amount to $7 billion a year. The experts
observe that in the last five yeara, grants and loans from the United States
have been runniAg at over 3 of her national income and that in the period
19G5-1913 the United Kingdom exported capital eqwivalent to ?% of her national
income.

Raising the inflow of capital into underdeveloped countries requires
action under three headings: private investment, government lending and
grants-in-aid. With respect to private investment, the experts are generally
in sympathy with varioua suggestions designed to promote a large flow of private
funds. A creation of a favorable climate for foreign investment, transfer
guarantees, removal of double taxation, investment treaties and an "Internationa
Finance Corporation to make equity investments and to lend to private under-
takings operating in underdeydoped countries" are cited in this connection. In
general, however, the experts are not optimistic as to the immediate prospeets
for a greatly increased volume of private investment.

With respect to government lending, the experts commend the operations of
the Export-Import Bank and recommend similar institutions to the other developed
countries. The International Rank is regarded by the experts as having failed
to meet the "challenge of the circumstances. " A rate of lending below 300
million a year is viewed as inadequate and the experts recommend to the Bank to
set for itself a target, which should be reached within five years, of a rate
of lending of not less than $1 billion a year. "If it (the International Bank)
shows no sign of approaching this target, the whole question of the proper
international organization for the provision of adequate amounts of loan capital
to the underdeveloped countries should be reviewed by the United Nations."

An important obstacle to lending which is beyond the Bank's power to
remove, the experts go on, is the limited sum now being spent on improving
social capital, Much more -must be done in this field before the underdeveloped
countries will be. in a position to absorb large amounts of loan capital. For
this purpose, it is recommended (recommendation 14): "the United Nations should
establish an International Development Authority to assist the underdeveloped
countries in preparing, coordinating and implementing their programs of economic
development; to distribute to underdeveloped countries grants-in-aid for specific
puirposes; to verify the proper utilization of such grants; and to study and
report on the progress of development programs." Grants increasing repidly and
reaching a level of about $3 billion a year should be given for (a) research and
education; (b) public health programs; (o) subsidization of medium- and short-
term farm credit; and (d) improvement of rural public works.

-3) Comment on the U. I Experts Report, The technical aspects of the
experts'estimates of total investment on foreign assistance requirements made.
in this report will be the subject of a separate paper to be presented shortly
to the Boird. The main conclusion appears to be that the annual investment
requirements of $19 billion are somewhat exaggerated even within the unrealis-
tically ambitious framework of the experts' aosusptions and that the external
gap may be but one-half of the experts' estimate of $10 billion,.. The following
comment may be made meanwhile.



We can readily agree with the basic theses of the report, which may be
summarized as follows:

(1) That the essential aim of economic development is an increase in
real income per head.

(2) That a vast increase in investment in the undardeveloped countries
is required to achieve such an increase in real income.

(3) That even if domestic savings were increased considerably, "the
transfer of capital that is required to raise rapidly the living standards of
underdeveloped co tries is far beyond what is currently envisaged."

(4) That the largest requirement of international aid is for the poorest
countries which at present receive the least per head.

It is also probable that if all the underdeveloped countries of the world
with their 1600 million people had to achieve simultaneously a 2% increase in
income per head, an annual investment of somewhat less than $19 billion and
external aid of perhaps $5 - 6 billion might be required. It is probably not
possible, however, to secure either at present or even within the next few
years such an increase in real income per head. A considerable national and
international effort will be required not to allow the income per head among
the poorest of those countries to fall below even the present very low level,
and a preparatory period of several years during which only a slight increase
in income per head might be obtained will have to precede a later stage at
which a 2% increase in income might become possible. It would be dangerous to
raise hopes which cannot be fulfilled as yet. The orders of magnitude of inter-
national aid proposed by the report are therefore unrealistic for a number of
reasons:

(i) Progress in economic development could not start in all the under-
developed areas simultaneously. At first, the technical absorptive capacity
would be very much below the amount which would secure an overall increase in
income of 2% per annum.

(ii) National incomes and actual investments in the underdeveloped areas
appear to us to be underestimated, While there is admittedly a vast margin of
error in all such estimates, we would put national incomes at $125 billion
(instead of $96.6 billion) and actual investments at $7 billion (instead of
$5.2 billio-0)

(iii) If investments in underdeveloped areas, financed both by national
and external reources, were increased, a higher proportion of the inc reased
national income could be siphoned off into domestic savings. Even if external
assistance could reach a high level for some years, the need for it would lator
fall off gradually. It is not necessary that it should be maintained at its
maximum level forever.



(iv) Even if the technical absorptive capacity were much higher than
it actually is, and even if progress in development could start everywhere
simultaneously, it may be doubttl whether the proposed amounts of external
assistance could be obtained. To present exaggerated claims may, in practice,
only compromise more reasonable claims which might be realised.

(v) We have to admit therefore that for the next decade at least it
would be impossible to secure an annual increase in Income of 2% in all the
underdeveloped areas of the world, notably in Asia. Without a large-scale
developmental action, income per head in Asia would fall because of the
increase in population. The immediate task therefore is to insure that income
per head in Asia should not fall and even this task will require energetic
development action. It would be no mean aphieveient if income per head were
to rise slightly, by say 0.5 to 1% per annum.

(vi) The problem of coordination between grants and loans hap not been
treated in the report. There is no link between the grant recommendation and
the lending reeomendation,

B.. THE MUTUAL SECUIPERGRAM

Presiont Truman's Message on Foreign Aid transmitted to the ongress on
May 24, 1951- proposes that the total funds require4 under the i'autua Secarity
Program be div ded as follows:

Mutual SecurIty Program 1952

(in millions)

Econo.40 Milltary

Europe s 16 0 1 5240

Middle East and Northern Africa 125 415

Asia 375 555

Latin America 22 40

Administrative Expenses 78

$ 2250 $ 6250

See also- The Mutual Seurity Program for Fispal Year 1952, Basic Data
Supplied by the Executive Branch, Washington, Government Printing Office,
June 1951.
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Economic aid for Europe includes the economic aid for Greece and Turkey. The
Middle East and Northern Africa category includes Iran, the Arab States,
Israel and the three independent African countries: Liberia, Libya and
Ethiopia. Asia "includes countries of the free world from Afghanistan to
Korea inclusive." It includes South Asia (India, Pakistan, Afghanistan,
Ceylon, Nepal); South-East Asia (Thailand, Bwrma, the Associated States of
Indo-china and Indonesia); the Philippines; Formosa; and Korea. Japan "i1s
not included in this program since its needs are met in other ways," For con-
venience, the estimated requirement for administrative expenses for the entire
program (i.e., both Economic and Military) is shown as a single figure under
economic aid. It is recommended in addition that the lending authority of the
ExportImport Bank be increased by $1 billion for loans for economic develop-
ment purposes as well as for expansion of strategic and other essential mate-
rials.

No details of proposed allocations to single countries have as yet been
released. $1.65 billion of economic aid is earmarked for Zurope. A fraction
of this will help develop Europe's underdeveloped dependent overseas terri-
tories, The bulk of development aid will be provided out of the remaining
$600 million. Administrative expenses will take $78 million of it and $112.5
million is going to the U.N. Korean Reconstruction Agency. In addition, help
to Formosa, the greater part of Indo-,china's share, and the care of Arab
refugees from Palestine are primarily "emergency cases" rather than "development
grants." Thus on the incomplete information available to date it appears that
the Gray Committee Report' s recommendation of $500 million a year in grants for
development and technical assistance is to be implemented only to the extent of
around $200 million. There have been some criticisms on this count. (See:
Point Nought ?our, The Economist, June 2, 1951.) On the other hand President
Truman's message contains a forecast of a broader program to come; "If peace
could be made secure, the American people would be glad to invest a part of
the. resources we must now allocate to defense to a large-scale program of
world-wide economic development .. With such a program, we could, in coopera-
tion with other peoples inaugurate the most hopeful and fruitful period of
peaceful development the world has ever seen."

C. AGENDA FOR DISCUSSION

The management proposes that the discussion at the meeting of the
Executive Directors on the three reports might best revolve around the followW
ing points:

(1) Would a program of foreign grants for development purposes be a
desirable supplement to the loan and technical assistance programs presently
in effect? If so;

(a) What should be the order of magnitude of the grants?

(b) Should the grants be adinistered by rational or international
agencies?
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(a) Would the proposed International Development Authority, operating
through a management contract with the Bank, be a desirable
mechanism for the administration of grants?

(2) Is there a need for an institution such as the International Finance
Corporation and, if so, should the Bank be willing to operate such an institu-
tion as an affiliate?

(3) Should the Bank representatives at the forthcoming ECOSOC discussior
of the Report of the United Nations Experts take any position on behalf of the
Bank as an institution and, if so, what should that position be?

D. T tFWSMOF MANAGRM

The views of the management on the points listed above may be summarised
a, follows:

(1) The management has already expressed the view (see statement of
Mr. Black before the ECOSOG meeting at Santiago and statement of Mr. Demuth
before the Economic, Employment and Development Commission in New York) that
the development task is urgent and that, in some countries, the rate of
development cannot be accelerated substantially if the only external capital
they receive is in the form of loans which have a reasonable prospect of repay-
ment., If additional assistance is to be given to these countries, the manage-
ment believes that it should be in the form of grants rather than in the form
of quasi-loans and that the grants should preferably be administered through
international channels. The management recogni'zes, however, that the decision
whether to make grants available for this purpose is one which only the more
advanced countries can make in the light of their own national policies, re-
sources and the totality of their commitments.

(2) The management has neither expressed nor formulated a view on the
question of the order of magnitude of a grant program. It does believe, however
that if any grant program is undertaken, it should be sisable enough to make a
substantial contribution to improving standards of living and should have some
assurance of continuity so that the legitimate hopes that will be aroused may
not be disappointed.

(3) So far as the management can ascertain, there is no real likelihood
of any decision being made in the near future that such grants as may be made
available for development will be administered through international channels.
Should a decision to that effect be reached, however, the management believes
that. the proposal for the establishment of an International Development
Authority, which would act through a management contract with the International
Bank, would be an appropriate and probably the most effective mechanism for
administration of the grants. The members of the International Development
Authority, who would presumably be government representatives, would determine
the general principles under which grants are to be made, the countries which
are to receive grants, and,.after considering the International Bank's recom'-
mendations, the amounts which are to be allocated to different countries. In



effect, therefore, these government representatives, acting as the Authority,would make the basic political decisions. The role of the Bank would be () torecommend, on the basis of eeonomic considerations, the amount of external aidwhich any particular country could effectively utilize and an appropr~atedivision of such aid as between loans and grants; (b) to prepare, in consulta.tion with the authorities of the underdeveloped countries, programs of invest-.ment involving use of local resources as well as foregn loans and grants;(c) to suggest what conditions, If any, it believes should be imposed upon theprovision of external aid to any particular country; and (d) to assume fullresponsibility for supervising the actual administration of the grants. Themanagement ,feela that, if such a role were assigned to the Bank, it would goa long way toward solving the problem of coordinating various forms of aid fromdifferent national and international sources. It should be pointed out, however
that the proper performance of such a role would require a substantial enlarge-ment of the Bank's staff, particularly in connection with its operations in thefield.

(4) The management has expressed itself as in favor of the proposal forthe establishment of an International Finance orporation to make equity invest-Wments and loans to private enterprise without governmental guarantee and believesthat, if such an institution is created, it could most effectively be operatedas an affiliate or subsidiary of the International Bank.

(5) The management proposes to instruct its representatives at the forth-coming ECOSOC meeting to take the same line concerning the Report of the UnitedNations Experts as was taken on behalf of the management before the Zconomic,
Employment and Development Commission. If the Directors wish to adopt thisposition as that of the Sank, the representatives will be instructed to speakaccordingly.

(6) The Economic, Employment and Development Commission has recommended
to ECOSOC that it should invite the Bank "to consider and to report to theCouncil whether an International Finance Corporation could make significant
additional contributions to economic development, over and above those that
can be made by existing organisations, through assisting in the financing of
productive private enterprise in underdeveloped countries, either through loanswithout government guarantee, through purchase of stock, or otherwise, and ifso, to make recommendations with regard to the powers, functions, organizction
and methods of operation of such an institution." The management recommends thatthe Executive Directors authorize the Bank representatives to indicate to ECOSOCthat, if such an invitation by the Council is extended, it would be accepted bythe Bank.
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Mr. President and Members of the Council, it is a great privilege to

participate in the discussions of the Council as a representative of the

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. It is especially a

privilege to speak upon a subject such as economic development, that great,

vexing, and very challenging problem which makes a genuine appeal to both the

minds and the hearts of all of us.

This is a subject very close to the centre of the activity of the

International Bank. It is one to which we have given a great deal of study

and one in which we may claim to have some extensive practical experience,

It is also a subject of very great complexity, as I believe the discussion

which has preceded here has sufficiently indicated. Our successes in this

field so far have been modest, but we feel that we have had successes and

that the experience we have gained thus far has set our feet upon a path of

greater accomplishment in this field.

We have studied carefully the two reports which are before you for

consideration at the present time. These reports have been prepared by

experts of impressive competence. As a result on many of the subjects of

which they treat there is little to add. On some others, the thinking in the

Bank has been proceeding along very largely parallel lines, On some of the

policy matters I find a slight awkwardness in speaking on behalf of the Bank.

The Bank is an inter-governmental co-operative agency, We are responsible to

our member governmente, broadly the same group as is represented at this table.

On some major issues in the reports, therefore, we feel that we must look to
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our member governments for guidance. However, on some of the general principles

with respect to the financing of economic development, I hope to be able to

reflect to you some of the judgments which have been reached in the Bank

arising out of our experience in practical operations. I also hope to be able

to clarify some of the questions regarding the Bankts policies and procedures

which have been referred to by various delegations in the debates thus far.

I should make clear that it is not my purpose to make any formal policy

declarations on behalf of the Bank. I have been authorised to come here and

speak for the Bank, as I said before, to reflect our thinking on these problems

and to attempt to make a constructive contribution to the debate. As for the

development of our policies, we prefer rather than having paper pronouncements

on policy matters to let those become evident through our actions. Our

policies reflect the deliverations of a collective mind, so to speak, in the

Bankts management and its Board of Directors* A collective mind, if it is

active, is constantly at work and in a state of evolution. It will be my

purpose to try to describe the stage of evolution reached thus far in the Bank

May I first address myself to the question of general development

programmes, general development loans, as opposed to loans for specific

projects. This is a subject which seems still clouded with a great deal of

misunderstanding and perhaps confusion of terms,

One concept which one might have in using the expression "ceneral

development loan" would be the extension of loans for undefined purposes, the

extension of an open line of credit to be employed by the borrower at some

future time for purposes and projects yet to be defined. I am quite aware that

that is not what was in the minds of the experts who produced the Full Employ.

ment Report, because they say quite clearly that they would have the Bank



investigate the programme which was submitted for financing and follow its

execution. However, this very broa4 concept of general development loans

seems to have been present in some Wdts and I should like to say that the

Bank doubts very much the wisdom of opening general lines of credit for

application to undefined projects yet to be developed in the future. A general

development programme is after all only an aggregate of individual projects.

We have a common interest with our borrowers in formulating programmes, in

advance, in terms of the concrete uses to which the money Is to be put. Our

common interest with the borrower is to see that the best use is made of the

funds, and in'order to judge that best use, we feel that we mutst have before-

hand a reasonably concrete and specific idea of how the funds are to be

employed.

I would also like to call the attention of the Council to the very

serious loss of interest on borrowed money which might arise if advances were

made for general purposes still undefined and a long period of time elapsed

before a decision were made as to the specific uses to which those funds

would be put4

If when speaking of general development loans, we mean making loans for

a group of projects simultaneously, the Bank does that and indeed the Bank

would like to do more of it. Our difficulty, as I shall point out at some

greater length later on, is that we dontt ordinarily have programmes submitted

to us in a stage which permit of analysis and investigation. More commonly

we are confronted with isolated projects. Actually if we awaited programmes,

those projects which are ready for financing and execution would have to wait

upon the development of the wider programme, Our ai in fact is to select

and take the most urgent and most generally productive projects for prior

treatment.,



A remaining possible interpretation of the phrase "general development

loans" is to cast the definition in terms of the scope of the BankI s financial

contribution on a particular project; that is to say, whether the Bank should

finance only the direct foreign exchange costs attributable to the project, or

whether it should also extend its activities to the financing of foreign exchange

impacts upon the balance of payments of the country carrying out the investment

which are attributable indirectly to the investment.

I shall have occasion to refer again to this concept of "indirect Impact*

and I should like to define it even though the concept may be quite clear to

you 41 and is one which is discussed especially in the Report of the Sub-

Oommission on Economic Development. Investment activity in a country may give

rise, in addition to the direct foreign exchange costs involved in the projects,

to indirect impacts upon the balance of payments, whether in the direction of

increased imports or diminished exports. Imports may tend to increase because

of the diversion of labour and other domestic resources in the country concerned

to the project, i.e. to investment aiway from production for consumption. If

consumption levels are to be maintained there may well be need for an increased

import programme. On the other hand the same diversion of resources'to the

investment may cause a loss of productive activity in export industries and

thereby give rise again to an indirect impact upon the balance of payments.

This problem of financing the ind4reot impacts upon the balance of

payments is, as I shall explain, largely identical with the local currency

financing problem of which we have heard a great deal in the discussions here.

Local currency loans by the International Bank would not ordinarily involve the

Bankt a lending to a member country out of its holdings of the currency of that

member country. The Bank does hold a variety of currencies, as you know,

through the subscriptions by member governments of all of the member countries#
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Rarely, if ever, however, would it make economic sense or would it indeed be of

advantage to the member country to borrow from the Bank the Bank's holding of

its own currency.

Local currency loans usually mean therefore the advance of foreign exchange

to be converted into local currency to meet some part of the local currency

expenditures on a project.

Now let me explain the relation of that procedure to the indirect impact

upon the balance of payments. In terms of financial techniques, there are two

ways in which the Bank might make a contribution in this field. Let us assume

that a project is being undertaken of which the direct foreign exchange

expenditure for capital equipment and supplies is being financed by the Bank.

The Bank might then provide an additional loan in foreign exchange in order to

cover some of the balance of payments impact on the country concerned arising

indirectly as a result of the carrying out of the investment, the borrower

devoting the "local currency counterpart" from the sale of that foreign exchange

to meeting a portion of the local curreneq expenditure on the investment. As

the delegate from Chile has pointed out, this is the concept embodied in the

resolution which the Chilean delegation has presented and bears a family likeness

at least to the ERP counterpart procedure. An alternative way of handling the

problem would be to have the Bank finance some portion of the local currency

expenditure on the project, acquiring this local currency with foreign exchange

and leaving the borrowing country to devote that "foreign exchange counterpart"

to meeting the impacts upon its balance of payments arising out of the

investment. This is the alternative technique which underlies the resolution

presented by the Sub-commission on Economic Development.

Both of these procedures, in an economic sense, amount to the same thing.

They are simply two different flxancial techniques. In either case, the
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essential role of the Bank would be to provide additional resources from

outside to supplement the countryts domestic resources in carrying out its

investment programme. In real terms, one may measure this contribution by the

additional goods which are imported. In financial terms, one may speak of it

as supplementing domestic savings and meeting a portion of the domestic local

currency expenditures on the investment project. However, the concept of

supplementing local savings can become misleading; it is probably better to

think in terms of the Bank's supplementing the real resources available to the

country for investment and consumption purposes. The lack of savings, of which

we hear so much, simply reflects too great consumption in relation to output, or

perhaps it would be fairer to say, in the case of most under-developed countries,

a lack of productivity and too small a margin of production over consumption

needs.

Now the Bank has the power under its Charter to undertake operations of

this sort "in exceptional circumstances". Why did the authors of the Charter

make this provision? We believe there is clear justification for the use of

that term. The borrowing capacity of any country - its capacity to service

foreign debts - is limited, and eventually the total resources of the Bank are

a limited quantity. So far as possible, therefore, that borrowing capacity

should be reserved by member countries to cover those direct and inescapable

foreign exchange costs of their development projects. We think that our

member countries should attempt by all means at their disposal, to meet the

internal expenditures, and to meet the indirect impacts upon their balance of

payments, through their own domestic measures. They can thus avoid incurring

burdensome external debts for those escapable foreign exchange costs, A

consequence of reserving funds for the direct expenditures is that within the

limits of a countryls borrowing capacity it will be able to carry out a larger

development programme.



Now these domestic measures are largely a matter of internal fiscal and

monetary policies. It means using the weapons of counter-inflation with which

we are all familiar in various contexts. As has frequently been pointed out

in the debate, inflation is a recurrent and a chronic problem in undeveloped

countries. It means appropriate tax policy; it means appropriate expenditure

control in the government; it means control over credit and over investment

in the private economy. It may also mean, especially in relation to the

external problem, direct intervention in the balance of payments. There is a

real danger of thinking of balance of payments deficits as something

pre-ordained. They are very commonly a reflection of inadequate domestic

economic and financial policies. No amount of foreign assistance can remedy

lack of resolute action by the government at home to manage its domestic

affairs. The Bank frequently has bad occasion to co-operate with and advise

its member countries on these broad economic and financial policies appropriate

to development programmes. These problems are widely understood; what really

matters is resolute action by the governments concerned to follow the lines of

sound internal monetary management. In the absence of such action, and unless

the situation does justify external assistance to help with the problem, the

eventual resort is to inflation. I am sure that before this group it is

unnecessary to elaborate the harmful effects of inflation, the misdirection of

investment, the inequalities of income, the suffering and waste which inflation

carries in its train.

The Bank also desires to assist its member countries to create and

mobilise sources of local capital for investment purposes, and considers this

task one of the major contributions which it can make to the process of

economic development. The method does, of course, vary from country to

country, but I would like to give you at least two recent examples from the

Bankts activity which will illustrate in this very concrete way the kinds of



things which can be done to supplement the Bank t s external assistance with the

mobilization of internal financial resources,

The Bank made a loan recently to El Salvador for a very large hydro-

electro-project which we hope will prove a major landmark in that country's

economic development. The external costs amounted to about $12 million and

there was a problem of raising the equivalent of $6 million in local currency

for purposes of covering domestic expenditures on this project. We were told

that there was no possibility of raising that money in El Salvador.

El Salvador, like most undeveloped countries, has no organized capital market.

We suggested the possibility of organising an authority to administer this

hydro-electric project, and of having that authority issue bonds. For

El Salvador that was unprecedented. There were almost no bonds in the

country; people werent t accustomed to hold their money in that form.

However, we sent to El Salvador the Director of our Marketing Division, who

is concerned with the flotation of our bonds in the United States and who

worked very closely over a period of some time with the local people. As

a consequence, a bond issue was organised, only within the last few days it

has been offered for public subscription, and it was an overwhelming success

within 24 hours. El Salvador has found from its local capital market the

amount required to supplement the Bankts external assistance.

Another instance which perhaps is even more interesting is a venture with

which the Bank is engaged in Turkey. Turkey is a country which has had a

considerable industrial development but very largely in the hands of the

government, There has been no private enterprise, there has been no capital

market, there have been no funds available for carrying out small and general

industrial development in the country. At the same time, there has been

increasing recognition of the need for promoting industrial development by

private enterprise,
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We were invited by the Turkish Government to try to formulate some answer

to the problem of developing the Turkish capital market, and we sent a

representative to Turkey for the purpose. He spent a very considerable time,

(these things don' t come easily) working with the private banking people,

government representatives, and private business interests in Turkey. As a

result of his recommendations, a Turkish Industrial Bank has now been

established. The share capital in this Bank has been subscribed by a

syndicate-of private bankers with the hope that after the institution commences

operations these shares can be passed on to the general public. This institu-

tion has been assured an advance from the Central Bank of Turkey in an amount

matching the funds raised through the issuance of share capital. And finally

the International Bank is prepared to provide this institution with external

loans to supplement its Tur1tsh lira resources.

The function of this body is primarily to provide capital to new

enterprises or expanding enterprises in the small industrial field in Turkey.

It is authorised to make loans, to assist by way of equity participation, or

in some instances to engage in pilot operations on its own account. It is

expected that this bank will be equipped with a technical staff able to

advise Turkish entrepreneurs with respect to the technical problems of their

business, including not only the industrial problems but also the financial

and organisational questionso We shall watch the development of this

institution with the greatest interest* It may be regarded itself as a pilot

rperation to seow wvat can be done to evoke private funds both through

subscriptions to the capital of the bVk and subsequently through the launching

of enterprises which the bank will help to finance.
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Well, despite all the measures that can and should be taken to mobilize

effectively internal resources (and this is a matter to which the Sub-Commission,

rightly attaches very great importance) cases my arise in which it would not be

economically inappropriate for the Bank to cover with foreign exchange part of

the local currency costs of a project, and incidentally part of the indirect

impact of that project upon the countryts balance of payments. The Bank has

no general policy preventing its engaging in such operations, although its

inclination would be to make loans of this sort only in the following

circumstances's

a) If the country is sufficiently creditworthy to be able to undertake a

foreign exchange obligation in order to finance local currency costs.

b) If the project being financed is of such economic urgency that the countryts

ability to undertake foreign borrowing is better utilized in financing this

project rather than in financing the direct foreign exchange costs of

alternative projects,

c) If the local currency costs of the project cannot reasonably be met out of

available domestic resources and

d) If the project demonstrably gives rise to indirect foreign exchange

requirements arising from the loss of export potential or the need for increased

imports of either raw material or essential consumption goods which are needed

to prevent the investment from having an undue inflationary effect upon the

economy.

It should also be understood that in all cases the Bank would expect the

borrowing country to find out of its own resources some substantial part of

the local curtency funds required to meet the domestic expenditures,



I would like to call attention to the fact that this statement has been

formulated in terms of financing local currency costs, and having the foreign

excbazike counterpart used to cover the indirect impact on the balance of

payments. For a number of practical reasons we are inclined to consider that

financial technique more suitable.

I should also like to make clear that this is a procedure which we could

follow only under the terms of our Charter, that is to say, in exceptioml

circumstances. We do not feel that under our Charter, or on the basis of a

reasod analysis of the problem this is a procedure which should be resot.ted

to regularly and generally.

This discussion, you will note, has continued to run in terms of

financing specific projects. But the Bank has always taken a broad view of

what is a project. We are not committed to the "monumentl"school of thought,

that a project must loom great on the horizon and be a large single construction

work. In India, for example, we helped to finance the general rehabilitation

of the Indian railway system; that was a matter of providing additional rolling

stock for the whole Indian system. We regarded that as a project. We have

made a loan to Colombia for the purchase of agricultural machinery which is

being distributed throughout the agricultural economy of Colombia. That was

regarded as a project.

More important, in considering the economic justification for projects, we

feel the necessit for taking a broad view of the effect of the project upon

the countryl s economy. The report of the Sub-Commis sion on Economic Development

has stressed that the social usefulness or productivity of a project is not to

be judged merely from a commercial standpoint, and that there were nonrevenue

creating investments which had a direct or indirect effect on a countryls



economy which should be eligible for foreign finance. The Bank agrees with

this viEwpoint and has had the opportunity so to express itself to the Sub.-

Commission. The Bank does feel that operations which are commercial in nature

should clearly be carried out on commercial lines; that econemic administration

is essential in any project; and that the organisation which are created to

carry out the projects must in the interest of the nation concerned be as

efficient as possible. The Bank does not feel, however, that it should limit

its financial assistance to a project or programme which by their nature are

self-liquidating in the ordinary commercial sense*

Hence, we dontt quite accept the categories which were set forth in the

report of the Sub-Commission on Zconomic Development, those categories of

projects which they classified according to the suitable source of international

finance. They first list general industrial projects being suitable for private

finance. This is no doubt correct as a genera, statement, Primarily one

would look to private enterprise capital to carry out industrial operations.

But we do not regard ourselves as precluded from participating in such

activities, particularly if jointly with private enterprise. The second

category in the Sub Commission s report is the so-called economic overhead

projectst power, transportation, communications, agricultural development,

land reclamation and irrigation and so on. At some points in the rerort* they

seem to &oubt whether these are suitable for the International Bank, although

at one point they acknowledge that they are very close to the heart of our

present activities. The Bank recognizes that basic resource projects like

these must be assessed in terms of their long.range economic productivity,

taking into accoun the contribution they will make to a secondary development

of the economy. Within this framework, we regard ourselves as very much at
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home in the field of economic overhead projects. Then we come to the social

overhead projects, health, education, housing, labour training, and so on.

Here again we would not like to feel excluded from the field# We can conceive

of projects coming up along these lines which would be sufficiently productive

to justify resort to the Bankts resources, especially if they are linked to

other types of operations having a more clearly economic nature. In fact even

if the Bank wholly abstained from financing social overhead projects, the

conclusion need not necessarily be drawn that such projects cannot be carried

out. The point is simply that if the Bank makes a sufficient contribution in

the fields of categories 1 and 2 in the Sub Commission's report, the country

concerned may well be able to afford to carry out with its own resources the

associated programmes in category 3.

May I add a werd regarding the revenue-producing character of projects.

The Bank under its Charter must lend either to governments or under the

guarantee of national governments, Our eventual security, therefore, on any

loan is a pledge of the national credit of the borrowing country. On the

other hand, we naturally do not want to set up a loan project under a

government guarantee in which the primary borrower will prove insolvint

and we shall have to have resort to the guarantee. Indeed the Bank has

sometimes urged member governments to put projects which they have submitted

to us on a self-liquidating basis, and I think that has given rise to some

misconception. Let me explain why we have done this! If for example we

were submitted a project for development of a country's ports - I speak

purely hypothetically - and it were proposed that that port development

be entrusted to a joint committee of the Ministry of Transportation, the

Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Economics, we might well express

our preference for the creation of a Port Authority, our purpose being
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simply to ensure the effective execution of the project. Having reached

that stage, the question of finance might arise; and we might well propose

that this Authority should be set up as an autonomous financial agency,

deriving revenues from this port development project in the form of port

fees. Now, when we make a suggestion like that, it is not because of any

general preconception that projects must be self-liquidating. It is

rather that, if the country concerned is a characteristic undeveloped

country, it is already having a severe budgetary problem, it is seeking

new sources of budgetary revenues, and here lies one ready at hand, i.e.

charging port fees in accordance with the benefits derived by the users

of the port - a conventional form of financing. The question, after all,

is simply one of the incidence of taxation; the question is whether the

beneficiaries of the project should pay for its use or whether the burden

of finance I am still speaking of internal finance - should fall upon

the general budget. If the general budgetary situation permits, and if there

are good reasons of a practical or social nature for not imposing the costs

of the project upon the ultimate beneficiaries, the Bank does not insist

upon a doctrinaire policy that the project must be directly self-liquidating

in local currency.

Similarly, in judging the borrowing country's capacity to service

external debt, and in assessing the contribution of the project in this

direction, the Bank does not take a narrow view. In fact, it aust give

consideration not only to the long-term indirect effects of the project

upon the country~s balance of payments, but also to the more general

prospects for the country's external payments position. The Sub Commission

on Economic Development has pointed out that if a country's general balance

of payments position is well assured, it might not be necessary to require
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that a project contribute, even indirectly, to the improvement of the

external payments position. Unfortunately, the converse is also true.

If a countryt e balance of payments prospects are very poor, the Bank might

not be able to entertain a loan application even if the particular project

concerned would demonstrably produce exports sufficient to meet the service

on the loan. The question which the Bank must always consider is whether

the service on its loans, together with other debt service requirements,

would put an undue burden upon the prospective total exchange availabilities

of the country concerned.

The explicit requirement that the Bank must lend either to member

governments or on their guarantee has facilitated our efforts to assure

consideration of priorities among different projects, and of the

co-ordination among such projects. It should be kept in mind that although

a great number of projects in a given country might seem sound enough in

terms of their yield in local currency, they my in the aggregate exceed the

country's capacity to finance investment, whether from its domestic

resources or from the amount of external borrowing which it can reasonably

undertake. Hence it is imperative to establish priorities . to commence

with the most economically productive projects, measuring productivity in the

broad terms which I have mentioned before.

A problem which is technically even more difficult is to develop a

pattern of interdependence among the investment projects so that what is

carried on in one direction is matched by those necessary complementary

investments which alone can ensure the economic effectiveness of the whole.

An obvious example is that there is no use in bringing new land under

cultivation through an irrigation system unless at the same time transporta-

tion facilities are provided to bring the crops to market; or there is no



use in providing power resources for an area without some assurance that

there will be an adequate development of agricultural or industrial activity

in the area.

All this means that what is needed is an integrated investment

programme and (I come now to the final and most difficult stage of all) a

programme timed over a space of years in accordance with the available

resources. Such a programme must be carried out by stages, whether because

of physical or financial limitations. An early start on the most productive

projects means building up a national income, a taxable capacity, a balance

of payments position, which will sustain further development activity. But

to start the programme off on the right foot, it is critically important

to have at least a general sense of what the general development programme

is to be.

Now this task of developing integrated development programmes is an

extremely challenging one. The Bank seeks to provide every assistance

along this line, and it is a part of our daily life to do so. To take the

simplest case, when we receive a loan application our first thought is to get

out into the field and see the problem on the spot, talk to the people there,

find out just what stage their thinking has reached. When we do that, one

of our first questions is: What stage have you reached in your general

thinking as to the lines of economic development along which you wish to

proceed? How does this particular project fit into your general programme?

We frequently find that not sufficient attention has been given to that

problem, and further assistance is requested. We have sent a number of

special missions with a few people for a short period of time, just to start

the work along these lines within the government departments or agencies

in the member country concerned and to stimulate that kind of thinking and
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the production of that kind of intelligence and information. <Or on occasion

we have undertaken major technical assistance missions to member countrie~s

for working out development programmes. Our principal effort to date in

that field has been a mission to Colombia, which was organised something

over a year ago, under the chairmanship of Dr. Lauchlin Currie, a well known

economist in the United States. This mission included about twelve or

fourteen economists and specialized experts in different fields and of

different nationalities. This group spent about six months in Colombia,

and when they returned, they spent another six months writing their report,

As a matter of fact, they found two or three return visits to Colombia

were necessary to fill in gaps which they had failed to cover during

their first visit. This effort has been experimental, but we hope it will

prove very useful. We expect the report to be published, and when it is,

I do commend it to the attention of the members of this group as the kind of

effort that we think must be made in a country to assess its total resources

position and to develop a logical, integrated, and productive investment

programme. The expanded technical assistance programme through the

United Nations should provide a substantial impulse for this kind of work,

and we expect a great deal from it. But all of this external advice and

assistance will be wasted unless the member countries themselves have an

effective organization to receive the information, absorb the advice, and

to implement it and carry it out. What is needed is a vigorous national

organization entrusted to responsible, unified, and objective hands. Too

often we have found this element lacking. Through the efforts of the

countries themselves, through co-operation and assistance from the

International Bank, and through other sources such as the Technical

Assistance Programme, we hope to see a greatly improved presentation of
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programmes and of projects. There is no doubt that the single greatest

obstacle to the Bank s advance at the present time is the inadequate character

of the preparatory work in our member countries. The solution to this

problem will require, in our judgment, long and arduous work by us all.

Now, these views which I have been expressing, the substance of which

is to try to give an impression that we do take a broad view of development

programmes, is, I urge upon you, nothing new in the Bank. We are accustomed

to taking a broad view. And I cannot refrain from commenting that we are

also accustomed to borrowers expressing surprise when we evidence interest

in things other than the particular project which is submitted for review.

We have had borrowers who felt that we were most unduly inquisitive about

their general economic problems, and about their general economic position

and policies. But I do feel that within this group there has been indicated

strong support for the view that one must consider economic development in

the broad, and that in judging any particular operation one must see it in

its general context.

Now, at the same time, we know we cannot be perfectionists in this

field. We are not demanding five-year blue-prints for the economic

development of an undeveloped country which is just beginning to make progress

on carrying out its ideas. Had we held such views we should never have

made a loan to date. Our philosophy is to be practical and pragmatic, to

move forward, but not too quickly, not so fast that we shall make wasteful

expenditures of funds; and when I say we, I mean that we want to protect

our borrowers from making wasteful expenditures of their resources in the

absence of a reasonably clear concept as to the nature of their economic

development programme.

May I turn now to another subject, which is the question of the

currencies in which the Bank loans are made. The Bank is now increasingly
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encountering the problem of raising adequate non-dollar currencies for its

lending purposes. The generally increased supply of goods in Western

Europe and, since devaluation, the general tendency for Western European

goods to be more competitive in world markets, means that economic development

in the undeveloped areas should be able to absorb a greatly increased flow

of goods from sources other than the United States. Now this flow can

be financed, at least in some part, in dollars; in fact about a quarter of

the Bankis dollar loans thus far have actually been spent outside the

United States. This has the advantage of enabling the supplying countries,

the Western European countries who are selling goods against dollars

supplied'by the Bank, to find an additional source of dollar earning power.

But it also has the disadvantage of imposing a dollar obligation on the

borrowing country to finance its procurement requirements in soft currency

areas. We have noted a distinct tendency by borrowers to seek soft currency

finance, through the Bank or otherwise, for such procurement, and to reserve

their borrowing capacity in dollars for purchases in the United States.

Such tying of the Bankls dollar loans, in other words, to purchases in

the United States has been much more a reflection of the attitude of

borrowers than of that of the Bank. I think it is unnecessary for me to

say to this company, that the Bank does not make tied dollar loans and

that it is forbidden by its Charter to do so.

Also, as long as currencies are inconvertible, a real problem arises in

assessing the credit-worthiness of a borrowing country. Countries may well

have exhausted their credit..worthiness in dollars for dollar loans, and yet

have soft currency earnings which would clearly establish their credit-

worthiness for advances in soft currencies to meet purchases in soft currency

areas,
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The Bank's supply of lendable soft currencies, is obtained from

capital subscriptions by the various member governments, or through funds

borrowed in the financial markets of those countries. But both operations

require the consent, under our Charter, of the country concerned, and these

consents have been given, thus far, rather hesitantly, because countries

fear that their balance of payments position will not permit them to

undertake the unrequited exports which are involved in exporting against

payment in currencies provided by them through the Bank.

Some progress has been made recently, however, in obtaining such

consents at least in principle, subject to consultation between the Bank

and the member country when specific needs arise. While the balance of

payments position of most Western European countries is admittedly difficult,

relatively moderate amounts of their currencies would be a great help to

the Bank and to its borrowing members. It should also be noted that even

if such countries may still have overall balance of payments deficits, they

may be able (indeed, some have shown that they are able) to maintain sub-

stantial capital exports in the direction of undeveloped areas.

The Bank believes that it has a real role to play, as risk-taker

in such capital flows, and is very desirous of expanding the international

scope of its operations along the lines which were envisaged for it at

Bretton Woods. Furthermore, as a result of the circumstances I have just

described, additional progress by the Bank in obtaining access to adequate

supplies of non.-dollar currencies may be of great importance in establishing

the general magnitude of the Bankts lending operations,

Yinally, a few words with respect to assuring the continuity of

international investment and the proposals of the Committee of Experts

on that subject. The Bank's Articles of Agreement prescribe that it should

endeavour to "promote the long-run balanced growth of international trade
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and the maintenance of equilibrium in the balance of payments" and should

"conduct its operations with due regard to the effect of international

investment on business conditions in the territories of its members."

Both by its Charter, therefore, and from its experience, the Bank is

sympathetic with the objectives sought by the experts. Avoiding large

fluctuations in international investment is clearly in the interest of

both capital exporting and capital importing countries* In fact, the

idea of continuity is at the basis of the Bankls conceptions. The loans

gra d by us during the first years are considered as the first step in

a relationship with its member countries which will grow with the years,

as their capacity to absorb foreign assistance grows, as their internal

productivity develops, and as their prospects for attaining .international

equilibrium improve. The flexible nature of the Bankts resources gives it the

means, within limits, to substitute for private investment when this is

lacking. In fact, this is really what we have been doing recently in the

face of a U.S. capital market which has not been ready to absorb significant

amounts of foreign bond issues,

Continuity, however, is not necessarily synonymous with stability

or rigidity. The foreign needs of the capital importing countries vary from

period to period according to their own trends of development and their

capacity to undertake new investments, according to their progressive

adaptation to new market conditions, and according to the variations in

the prices of their main export products, which may make for improvement

or deterioration in their balance of payments position and for changes in

the overall resources currently available to them. Indeed, if loans had

to be extended in pre-determined amounts during given periods of time,

it would be inevitable, until, perhaps, such time as there could be built
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up a backlog of suitable investment opportunities, which we certainly do 
not

have today, that the lending agency charged with carrying out this fixed

programme of developmeAt would be compelled to extend credit without

adequate appraisal of the productivity of the investments, or of the

capacity of the recipients to make repayment. The volume of capital flow

I5s, of course, important, but it contributes to development only if the

capital is productively used. The implication exists in the report that

the increase in tLe apacity to repay will somehow be proportionate to the

Increase in the wmoiunt of investments. At least, the problem of repayment

was given very little attention. This would not be the case if the new

investments tended to support or consolidate a pattern of production based

upon an existing itternational disequilibrium. In the long-run, it is

not enough that, in the aggregate, the real income of the recipient

countries should be increased, if their external position has become more

and more precarious and if the existing international maladjustments have

been perpetuated. It is necessary to direct investment toward new patterns

of production, which in the aggregate will moderate the 
strains upon the

International balance of payments. If international investments are to be

of real service, they should serve to bring about structural changes in

production which will improve both internal productivity 
and external balance.

For the rest, the report of the experts is concerned very largely with

actions and commitments to be undertaken by its Member Governments, 
both in

the national and the international field. These actions imply major policy

decisions on the part of the various countries and the Bank accordingly

feels that many of t2se recommendations cannot properly be discussed by it.

Furthermore, th Bank does not feel that It has been limited in

the expansion of developmental loans by the inadequacy of 
its resources.



It has ample uncommitted cash on hand and its recent borrowing operations

have shown that it will probably encounter no difficulty in raising more

funds when the need arises. Hence the Bankes reluctance, at the present

stage, to discuss some of the specific proposals made by the experts regardr.

ing the organization of the Bankls work, arises not only because it feels it

should defer to the Governments of the Bank's member countries, but also

because the means of financing which it has at its disposal and which it can

reasonably expect to mobilize appear at present adequate for its purposes.

Such, in brief, are the considerations which the Bank keeps in mind in

conducting its operations. In short, it can be said that we seek to lend on

projects which will make the most effective contribution to the development

pattern or programme of the borrowing sonmtry. We believe the policies

outlined above are sufficiently flexible to impose no real limitation on

our activity. The limitations have arisen from different sources. I have

already made mention of the fact that the number of concrete and adequately

prepared loan proposals has not been what we would have hoped, and also

of our hope that the technical assistance activities, to which the Bank

hopes to make its contribution will help to remove this obstacle. Reference

should also be made to the borrowing capacity of the Bankls member countries

as a limiting factor, Yoreign indebtedness involves service charges for

a period of years and the amount of such service which the prospective

balance of payments of any country can bear is limited. This is all the

more true when dollar indebtedness is concerned, and this is one of the

reasons why the Bank is so anxious that the development programmes or patterns

which it assists in financing should contribute to improving within a

reasonable period the external payments position of its borrowing countries.
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July 5, 1950

DAFT STATEMENT

Of the Bank's Representative at the ECOSOC MEETING

on the "Bxperts'Report to the United Nations

on National and International Measures for

Full Employment"

1. The International Bank has taken note of the report

of the group of experts appointed by the Secretary

General of the United Nations to consider the problem

of "national and international measures for full

employment", as well as of the report of the Economic

and Employment Commission dealing with the experts'

proposals. The interest which the International Bank

has in these matters has been strengthened in the course

of its activities, and it has indeed been spelled out

in the definition of $ts purposes as stated in its

Articles of Agreement. They prescribe that this

institution shall endeavor to "promote the long-run

balanced growth of international trade and the maintenance

of equilibrium in balances of payments" and shall

nconduct its operations wi-th due regard to the effect

of international investment on.business conditions in

the territories of its members, Both by its Charter

and from its experience, the Bank is, therefore, in
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agreement with. the basic aims and purposes of the

experts T report.

2. The International Bank cannot speak for its member

countries, The report of the experts is concerned very

largely with actions and commitments to be undertaken

by its member governments both in the national and the

international field. These actions imply major policy

decisions on the part of the various countries and the

Bank accordingly feels that many of the recommendat ons

cannot properly be discussed by it, The comments which

the International Bank can offer at this stage refer,

therefore, mainly to the general and. practical problems

of international investment and economic development

raised by the report of the experts,

A. - Importance 3. In the first place, the International Bank
of Gontinuous
F O~of Capital: wishes to register its approval of the idea

expressed by the experts that the movement of inter-

national inyestment should have as continuous a character

as possible. Avoiding large fluctuations in these

movements is clearly to the interest of beth capital

exporting and capital importing countries. In fact,

the idea o' continuity is the basis of the Bank's

operations. The loans granted by this institution

during the first years are not considered the one and

only contribution which the Bank can make to the economies



of its member countries, but rather as the first step

in a relationship which will grow with the years, as

their needs for foreign assistance grow and as their

internal productivity develops as wpll as their chances

to attain international equilibrium. The very flexib-

ility of its lending capacity gives the Bank the means

to substitute for private investment when this is

lacking. And this is really what it has done until

now in the face of a U,.S capital market which was not

ready to absorb large amounts of foreign bond issues,

4. Continuity should, therefore, be. defined in the

aggregate, as is done by the experts. Continuity is

made easier by the poosib.lity of substituting one type

of investment for another. But continuity is not

necessarily synonymous with stability. The foreign

needs of the capital importing countries vary from

period to period according to their own trends of

development and their capacity to undertake new invest-

ments, according to their progressive adaptation to

new market conditions, according to the variations in

the prices of their main export products which may

make for improvement or deterioration in their balance

of payments and for increase or deorease of the overall

resources currently available to them.

... /



B. (a) Programs 5, In the second place, while the report of
vs. Projects
()FIexibility the experts gives due weight to the effects of
of Bank -policies
re Proj ects and capital imports on output, national income,
Local Turrenciesl

and export capacity, it is perhaps more concerned with

the quantitative aspects of investments than their

quality and direction. The volume of capital outflow

is, of course, important, but it contributes to develop-

ment only if the capital is productively used, The

Implication exists in the report that the increase in

the capacity to repay will be proportionate to the

increase in the amount of investments. This would not

be the case if new investments tended to support or

consolidate a pattern of production which al;lows an

existing external disequilibrium to continue, In the

long-run, it is not enough that, in the aggregate, the

real income of the recipient countries should have

increased, if their external position has become more

and more precarigus and if existing maladjustments have

been perpetuated It is necessary to direct investment

toward new patterns of production which in the aggregate

contribute to modera Lte the strains upon rthe International

balance of payments. If international investments are

to be of real service, they should serve as a lever

to bring about structural changes in production which

will improve both internal productivity and external

balance.
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6. The Bank lends with the guarantee of the government of

the country in whose territory the project is located. This is

not only for the purpose of avoiding difficulties in a field

where foreign axchange transactions are involved, it is even

more because the main purpose of the Bank loans is to serve

the whole economy of the borrowing country. The backing of the

authorities who control the pattern of development of a given

area and are required to pledge their credit is considered

essential to ensure that the investments financed are in

effect the ones which will be the most beneficial to that area,

either through their effect on the balance of payments or on

the general economy. It should be recogniwed, however that

this could tend to act as a limiting factor on the Bank's

effectiveneso, if the investments to which the guarantee is

granted should not happen to be the moat generally beneficial.

7? The more fact that one investment is financed with

external assistance means that other investments become

possible. This is a second reason why the Bank is in-

terested not only in the investments financed directly

by it, but also in those which will be undertaken con-

currentl.y, i.e. in the development pattern of a member

country. Determining this is usually not an unduly arduous

task, at least as far as public investment is. concerned,

since a program can be established or forecast. Several

governments have asked for the International Bank's

assistance in the establishment of such programs.

Their aim has been to determine the direction
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which development - public and private - would most

profitably take an4 the pace at which investment can

reasonably proceed,. If such comprehensive programs

can be established, and adopted or adapted by the

governments, this would be of great assistance to the

Bank in assessing the relative urgency and usefulness

of the investments included in theseprograms.

8. The fact that the Bankle developmental financing

concentrates on specific projects has sometimes given

rise to some misapprehensions, The specific projects

involved are those investments which have been singled

out in agreement between the government of the countries

concerned and the International Bank as representing,

within the framework of a given pattern or program of

development, the most urgently needed and the most

generally productive investments, This method of

operation has proved useful inasmuch as it avoids the

dissipation of funds and.undue delays in the realization

of the selected projects.- It does not seem to the Bank

that this mpethod has acted as a handicap on its lending

operations. The Bank indeed expects a growing number

of acceptable applications to be submitted to it as a

result of the efforts now being devised by the United

Nations, the Specialized Agencies and the U.S.A.- in

the field of technical assistance,



9i The Report of the Sub Gommission on Economic Develop-

ment has stressed that the social usefulness of a project

was not to be judged merely from a commercial standpoint,

and that there were non-income bearing investments which

had a direct or indirect effect on a country's.economy

which should be eligible for foreign financing, The

Bank agrees with this viewpoint and has had opportunity

so to express itself to the Sub Gommission. The Bank

feels that commercial operations should clearly be

carried on on commercial lines, that economy is essential

in any project, and that the organizations which are

called upon to carry out a project, must in the interest

of the nation concerned, be as efficient as possible.

but it does not feel that it should limit its financial

assistance to projects, or programs which by their nature

are "self liquidating",

10. Finally, the Experte'Report on Full Employment has

stressed the fact that the effect of additional invest-

ment on the balance of payments is not necessarily

limited to the immediate imports required by such

investment, but may imply an indirect impact on the

general import needs of a country. This consideration

has been taken into account in the Articles of Agreement

of the International Bank, The Bank does not have a

policy which prevents it from making available fproign

., ~/



exchange to cover part of the local currency costs of

a project when a loan of this kind is economically

appropriate. In general, its policy may be summarized

as saying that so-called "local currency loans" of this

sort will be made only : (a) if the country is sufficient-

ly creditworthy to be able to undertake a foreign exchatnge

obligation in order to finance costs in local currency,

(b) if the project being financed is of such economic

urgency that the country'1s ability to undertake foreign

borrowing - which is more or less limited in all cases

is better utilized in financing this project rather than

in financing the direct foreign exchange costs of

alternative projects, (c) if the local currency costs of

the project cannot reasonably be met out of available

domestic resources, and (d) if the project demonstrably

gives rise to indirect foreign exchange requirements

arising from the loss of export potential or the need

for increased imports of either raw material or essential

consumption goods to prevent the inveptment from having

an inflationary effect on the economy.

1. It is appropriate to point out, however, that the

Bank feels that in any project the contribution to be

expected from the local economy should be a.s large as

is compatible with the countryts resources, It is,

therefore, endeavoring to assist the underdevelop9e
endeavorin to s/
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countries to mobilize local capital for investment

purposes and considers this task as one of the major

contributions it can make to the cause of development.

The method does, of course, vary from country to country,

but a recent example may tend to illustrate the type of

operations where the Bank can be of assistqnce : a new

industrial development Bank, capitalized both by govern-

ment and private funds, has, during the last weeks, been

created in Turkey ; this institution was established

with the.help of a consultant employed by the Internation-

al Bank in response to a request by the Turkish govern-

ment and Turkish private interests for assistance in

encouraging both domestic and foreign direct investment.

The IBRD has agreed to.negotiate foreign currency loans

to the Industrial Bank.

04 - Financial 12. In the third place, the Bank does not feel
Means and Cred.it-
worthiness: that it has been limited in the expansion of

developmental loans by the inadequacy of its dollar resour-

ces. It has ample uncommitted cash on hand and its

recent borrowing operations have shown that it would

probably encounter nq diffioulty in raising more funds

when the need arises, The Bank, therefore, does not

consider it appropriate to discuss at the present stage

some of the proposals of the Experts'Report which

concern its organizational set up and which attemp4.to
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give the Bank access to government funds. This is not

only because such recommendations imply in effect

decisions to be made by the governments of the Bank's

member countries, but it is also because the means of

financing which it has at its disposal and which it can

reasonably expect to mobilize appear at present adequate.

donclusion: 13, Such are, in brief, the considerations which

the Bank keeps in mind in its operations, In short, it

can be said that the Bank lends to countries for the

projects which make the best contribution to the.develop-

ment pattern or program of the borrowing country, The

policies outlined above are flexib.e enough to constitute

no real limitation on its activity, The limitations

have arisen from different sources, A mention has

already been made of the fact that the number of concrete

projects in an advanced stage of preparation has not

been as great as anticipated, and to the hope that the

Bank entertains that technical assistance will remove

this obstacle. Reference should also be made to the

fact that the borrowing capacity of its member countries

may act as a limiting factor, Foreign indebtedness

implies service charges for a period of years and the

amount of such service which the prospective balance

of paynents of any oountry can bear, can only vary

slowly, This is all the more true when dollar inqebt-



edness is concerned, and this is one of the reasons why

the Bank is anxious that the development programs or

patterns which it assists in financing should contribute

to improving within a reasonable perio4 the external

equilibrium of its borrowing countries. This is also

one of the reasons why the Bank is anxious to develop

its lending operations in currencies other than dollars*

Fair progress has been made over the recent months in

this field, as several member countries have allowed

the Bank to use for its lending operations all or part

of their 18%. capital subscription expressed in their

own currency, As more and more supplies can be obtained

from non-dollar areas, especially from Western Europe,

it should be expected that, as foreign financing of

investment develops, itcan steadily take on a more

international character.



Statement made by Lr. Isadore Lubin, U.S. Representative at.

E.C.O.S.O.C, on financing economic development in ECOSOC

plenary today.

"Mr. President:

"In listening to the delegates who have so far spoken, I

have been impressed by the large measure of consensus

which has been reached in the Council on the subject of

financing economic development. This is an important fact

since it shows that we can, by frank discussion and careful

analysis, develop a common understanding of our problems

and thus lay a solid foundation for action. How far we

have advanced in this respect is also shown by the report

of the fourth mission of the subcommission on economic

development which is before us. The work of this subcom-

mission is, in a way, a barometer of the ups and downs which

we have experienced in our efforts to reconcile differences

in points-of-view and to arrive at workable conoepts. 
The

report of the subcommission is an able analysis, in vihioh

the main elements of the problem of financing economic

development are presented with clarity and in a perspective

of commendable realism.

"I might describe what we have so far achieved by saying
that the Council has elucidated the basic elements of the

problem and the essential nature of the process.

"Those who may have thought of economic development as

something that could be injected into an area from the out-

side by a financial or technical hypodermic process, have,. I

believe, been brought to a full realization that the process

requires primarily internal effort and organization. 
In the

forefront of this domestic effort is the need for improving

internal banking and credit organization, stimulating local

savings and channeling them to productive investment.

"On the other hand, those who may have thought that under-

developed areas need merely to tug firmly at their own boot-

straps in order to lift themselves into highor levels of

economic activity, are now, I am sure, convinced that capital

from foreign sources can play.a vital part in achieving this

result.

"We all recognize that the underdeveloped countries need

foreign capital -- both private and public -- to facilitate

and accelerate their developmental process, and that it is

desirable and necessary to expand the international flow of

capital for this purpose.

"I think that we are pretty generally agreed now that private

capital is of particular importance in furthering economic

development since it carries with it technical know-how and

a capacity for speedy action.

"Qur concensus
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"Our consensus on the neqd for assuring investors of fair
and equitable treatment and of the generally accepted princi-
ple that foreign investment should not be used as a basis
for interference in the domestic affairs of a recipient
country or the wasteful exploitation of its material re-
sources is an important landmark in international economic
understanding.

"Equally important is our recognition of the need and impor-
tance of public and government lending operations -- particu-
larly because of their catalytic effects upon private in-
vestments -- whether carried on by national or international
financial organizations.

"In agreeing on these general points, we also accept the
implications that both the more and the less advanced countries
of the world have a common interest in promoting production
and economic growth.

"These propositions may seem simple to us now, but all of us
who have taken part in the debates of the commissions and of
the Council know how much time and labor it took to hammer
them out. We may thus register with some satisfaction the
work done and the results achieved.

"In moving forward from here toward practical achievement
in economic development, there is another point of agreement
which provides us with a sound basis for action. This
is our common support of the Technical Assistance Program
through which we can achieve the second lap of progress toward
our goal.

"In the expanded program of technical assistance it should be
possible to cooperate in developing those local measures
necessary to capital accumulation in underdeveloped areas
and to channeling savings into productive enterprises.

"One of the major tasks before the Council is to try to
analyze the conditions and factors which may affect the
pace and scope of economic development in the near future.
These are questions for further examination and analysis
by the Secretariat and by special groups of experts. I
should like, however, to illustrate the nature of the problem
by brief reference to two themes which run like a thread
through the pages of the report of the subcommission on
economic development and which, in my opinion, go to the
heart of the problem.

One of these themes is related to the rate at which
different countries may and can develop their resources
in an efficient and rational way. While not explicir,
at least by implication, it might appear that some members
of the subcommission on economic development as well as
others have assumed that the rate of economic growth
can be fixed almost at will and that the only limitation
on such growth is the amount of foreign capital a country

can obtain.
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can obtain. There evon appears to be the further assumption
on the part of some few that development can take place
almost overnight. Such views are an understandable expression
of the justifiable impatience of the less developed countries
with the present low standards of living of their people.
We know, however, that great speed, even if it were always
possible, is not always compatible with the best ue of
resources and with lasting improvement.

"It is at this point that the real significance of the
Technical Assistance Program becomes especially apparent.
Technical assistance programs will provide a means for
helping countries to assess their resources and possibilities,
and to prepare programs and projects for development and for
international financing.

"That foundation laying process is not an easy one. The
output of a dam for power and irrigation cannot be
estimated without adequate water data; its site cannot be
located without topographic maps; its economic justification
cannot be ascertained without :.elated economic and resource
surveys. The determination of its size and shape and
location require meticulous work. Knowledge of these are
necessary to its financing.

"The question of the rate of &evelopment is of special
interest in view of the second theme that runs through
the report of the subcommission. I refer to the widely
current idea that economic development should be consistent
with social betterment and with a simultaneous rise in
standards of living. This idea represents a new and vital
departure in the social thinking of the world. As I read
history, I find that economic development in its earlier
stages has been in most countries a rather painful
process. We all know the deprivations and economic
development in its earlier stages has been in most
countries a rather painful process, We all know the
deprivation and suffering of the mass of the people who
were drawn in the mines, factories -nd workshops in the
early days of industrialization and of the degrading social
conditions under which the workers had to live.

"It is inspiring to think that we have reached a point in
history when newly developing-, countries want to avoid the
painful social implications of industrialization and to
provide their people with both machines and butter at the same
time.

"May I emphasize, Mr. Chairnan, that the interest of my
government in the economic development of other countries
represents its concern with the general improvement of
economic and social conditions everywhere. Such improvement,
we believe, is the only sound basis for the attainment of
desirable econqmic, financial and social policies, which
are basic to maintaining conditions under which free
governments can survive, unrest decreased and war banished.

Ir Oove rment
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My government has had a tangible interest in economic

development and its willingness to cooperate with other

countries in advancing their economic programs and policies

is, I believe, sufficiently well-known as not to require

comment. It would perhaps not be inappropriate, however,
to surmarize here very briefly a few of the facts about the

assistance which the United States has given through loans

and credits for economic development in the underdeveloped
countries, and to indicate what the prospects may be in

the future.

"I wish to make it quite clear that the interest of the
United States in the economic development of other countries

is not a matter of exhortation or persuasion, but of

performance. Our interest has been shown in the past by the

large amount which has been invested directly and indirectly

by the government and by the private investors of the United

States in the economic development of the underdeveloped
countries. This investment has taken place in three ways:

(1) Direct loans and credits by agencies of the United
States, (2) the loan of funds supplied by the United States

Government and investors through the International Bank,
and (3) loans and direct investments made by American
nationals.

"Since July 1, 1945, the Export-,Import Bank has extended

credits for economic development amounting to about

nine hundred million dollars. About two-thirds of this

amount went for development loans to Latin American and
Asiatic countries. These were loans for every significant
developmentsprojects, such as electric power and
transmission facilities, agricultural development, pro-

duction of metals and minerals and some other development

work. These amounts do not include certain reconstruction

loans and loans for the purchase of raw materials extended

to various of these countries.

"Shortly after the inauguration of the International Bank,

the Government of the. United States agreed to permit the

bank to loan the entire amount of the United States
subscription. A few other countries have permitted the

bank to utilize their contribution to its capital. The

use in the latter instances has been limited to certain

special conditions, while the United States contribution
can be used without any restrictions placed upon it by

the United States Government itself. Steps have also been

taken to amend the banking and securities laws of the

United States to facilitate the sale of the bank's

securities. Of the bank's outstanding loans of eight

hundred sixteen million dollars, three hundred thirty-two
million represent loans to underdeveloped nations,
virtually all of which were made in the last two years.

"The United States Government has wholeheartedly supported

this trend in the bank's affairs and believes that the

resources of the bank should be used for making as many

loans for development projects as can be economically and
efficiently used.
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efficiently used.

"I submit that with the present large amount of the bank's
unused lending capacity, it is premature at this time to
discuss its enlargement. In this same connection, may I
refer to the recommendation made by the experts in their
full employment report to the effect that the activities
of the bank be enlarged. It is my opinion that the scope
and manner of increasing international capital resources
available for development should be determined only after
we have had further experience with the actual financing
of developmental loans. If it pppears at some future
time, as a result of a large increase in the number of
development projects the resources of the bank are
inadequate, consideration can be given to increasing
its lending capacity.

"It is natural that the United States, with an economy
based on private enterprise, should attribute great
importance to the loans and investments made by its
private citizens which it believes represents the most
desirable form of international investment. It is not
necessary to repeat here what the representative of the
United States has said in the past at the meetings of
this Council about the proper climate and oonditions of
investment which are essential to attract the savings
of private individuals and investments by corporations.

"Obviously, it is hazardous to predict what the rate of
out-flow of private capital will be in the future. The
expanded flow of private investment, as has been so well
recognized by the subcommission, depends upon the
development of a climate favorable to such investment.
Investment and related types of treaties can contribute
to the creation of such a climate.

"iRecognizing what has already been done, there is still
the question of what the possibilities may be for the future.
The Export-Import Bank has a total lending authority of
three and one-half billion dollars. Of this amount, over
two and one-half billion dollars is represented by loans,
or commitments of which more than a third are to under-
developed countries. As these loans are repaid, the bank
has automatic additional lending power available to it.
At the present moment its uncommitted lending authority is
in excess of eight hundred million dollars. This sum is
available, amogg other things, for suitable projects
presented to the Export"Import Bank by underdeveloped
countries.

"National and international governmental lending institutions
are far from having utilized their lending capacity to
the full. The International Dank has borrowed on the
American market the amounts which it expeptediit could
lend within a reasonably short period and it can continue

to borrow
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to borrow on quite favorable terms, the amounts which can
reasonably be expected to be required for lending purposes
for some years to come. Thus, no one can seriously expect
that the bank will have any difficulty in borrowing funds
in the American market until it exceeds the amount of the
United States capital subscription to its stock. In
practice this means that the bank is in a position to
borrow at least two and one quarter billion dollars more.
Moreover, it is encouraging to see that other countries
have given the bank permission to utilize their capital
subscription and the bank has been able to make a start
in selling its securities in several countries outside
the dollar area.

"In short it does not seem that the bank's loans are at
this time limited by the amounts of its capital or by
the amount which it has been able to borrow from private
investors.

"In conclusion, L4r. President, may I repeat what I said
at the beginning; It appears to me that we have made
considerable progress in reaching a common understanding
(f) I shall take the occasion to discuss various other
aspects of the report of the subcommission as well as of
the report of the group of experts on full employment.

"I am confident that through our further consideration of
this subject and through continued international cooperation
the progress of economic development throu-hout the world
will be accelerated."

(I) Apparent omission. Repetition has been requested.


